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HOAleader.com’s attorney editors and experienced journalists constantly research the latest
developments in HOA law affecting homeowner and condominium associations across the U.S.
Then we publish plain-English analyses of what those developments mean to you as an HOA
leader, and what you need to do now to comply with HOA laws, steer clear of legal trouble,
avoid or resolve conflicts within your homeowners association, make HOA management easier,
and safeguard your community association’s property values and quality of life.
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A Message from the President
Dear HOA Leader,
Rental restrictions are unlike most other policies HOA boards create because they necessarily curb
owners’ real property rights. The law jealously protects property owners’ rights, which means any
HOA board that seeks to restrict rentals in their community needs to act wisely and deliberately.
This report provides you with the information you need achieve that goal.
It’s filled with tips from our editorial team and experts on HOA governance and management from
across the country. With the information in this report, you can begin investigating and working
toward implementation of legal and enforceable rental restrictions immediately.
Here’s what you’re getting:
• An overview of why boards consider restricting rentals, along with a sampling of state laws
showing how complicated the job of creating reasonable restrictions can be
• A run-down of the types of the most common rental restrictions, plus a few uncommon ones,
and insights on the pros and cons of each
• Why it’s critical you create a formal rental policy, plus including 9 things to include in it
• 4 tips for easier tracking of rentals in your community
• 5 suggestions for enforcing your rental restrictions
• 5 ways to educate your owners on your rental rules
• A final list of dos and don’ts when it comes to rental restrictions
• A sample lease addendum that you require owners and renters to sign
In providing you with all this information, we’ve stuck to our mission to provide you with useful
information you can easily begin using in our characteristic clear, plain English.
As always, when it comes to issues of legal compliance for HOAs, it is important to remember that
each state has its own rules, and you should consult with an attorney or other professional as to
the appropriate steps for your specific situation.
Our goal for this report, as for all HOAleader.com information products, is to help make your
association a better run organization and help make you a better leader for your community. I
am confident that you will find concrete ideas you can put to work in your condo or homeowners
association.
To find more HOA governance tips, visit HOAleader.com today.
Best regards,

Matt Humphrey
President
Plain-English Media
Publisher of HOAleader.com
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Restricting HOA Rentals:
Why Do It, and Can You?
Thinking of regulating your owners’ ability to turn their unit into a short-term or longterm rental, or both? Many HOA boards do just that, for very good reasons.
Here’s what you need to know about why you might want to consider restricting rentals
and how your efforts might be directed by your state’s law or your governing documents.
Why Restrict Rentals
Any discussion of whether you should implement rental restrictions at your community
association must begin with a bit of brief background.
The Federal Housing Administration guarantees home loans offered through conventional lenders, and that makes those loans more attractive to buyers. The loans typically
have minimal down payment requirements and less-stringent credit-score minimums for
buyers than non-FHA mortgages.
That’s important particularly for condo associations because if your association doesn’t
qualify for FHA financing, the pool of potential resale buyers for your owners’ units is
much less deep.
That’s just one reason—but it’s a big one—that boards consider regulating rentals.
There’s also the oft-stated reason that property values are better protected with fewer
rentals. The argument goes that renters simply don’t give a property the TLC that owners give their castle.
“Any time you begin to restrict rentals, people have a similar reason for doing so—
that tenants don’t value the condition of the property as much as an owner-occupant
would,” says Matthew A. Drewes, a partner at DeWitt Mackall Crounse & Moore S.C. in
Minneapolis. “Boards are also concerned about having more frequent turnover. Owners
are unlikely to move in and out as frequently as renters.
“Both reasons are trying to address the same concerns,” adds Drewes. “But the side
effect is that, at the end of the day, you’re likely to be telling someone who wants to
rent their unit that they can’t. And the downside is that you can be causing people who
might have a financial hardship to not be able to rent their unit. You’re telling them they
have to endure that hardship or potentially lose that unit in foreclosure unless you’re
building in permutations in your policy to address those situations.”
The Law May Decide for You
If you’d like to restrict rentals in your association to ensure potential buyers have access to FHA loan backing or to protect property values, your first stop is your governing
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documents, which may already address rentals. Next check out your state laws, because they’re also likely to affect your ability to regulate rentals.
Because both can be complicated and confusing, you’ll need to consult with an HOA-experienced lawyer in your state about any legal parameters in which you have to operate. To give you a feel for the range of ways states treat rental restrictions—and how
they can be difficult to understand—here’s a sample of the many and varied ways states
address (or don’t) the practice of regulating rentals:
California—Civil Code § 4740 starts with what turns out to be confusing language: “An
owner … shall not be subject to a provision … that prohibits the rental or leasing … to a
renter, lessee, or tenant unless that governing document, or amendment thereto, was
effective prior to the date the owner acquired title to his or her separate interest.”
“The biggest problem with this statute is that people misread it,” explains James R.
McCormick Jr., a partner at Peters & Freedman LLP in Encinitas, Calif., who represents
associations. “It actually says an owner isn’t subject to a provision that prohibits the
rental, the operative word being ‘prohibit.’
“Most people read ‘prohibit’ as ‘restrict.’ But at what point does a restriction become a
prohibition?” adds McCormick. “Restrictions are permitted, so presumably the legislators
know the difference between restrictions and prohibitions. A board might say that no
more than 30 percent of the community shall be rented. But when you get to 31 percent, does it becomes a prohibition instead of a restriction? I don’t know. It’s a problem
the legislature didn’t resolve.
“The challenge is further exacerbated by the fact that legislators discussed this issue
and used those two words interchangeably and then decided to use the term ‘restrictions,’ ” he notes.
The law hasn’t been challenged in court yet, but McCormick expects it will be eventually.
It’s not clear how courts will view restraints on owners’ right to rent their property.
“Here in California, if you’re going to be able to enforce any policy you create, you’re
going to have to demonstrate that it’s reasonable,” he asserts. “So if you’ve created a
policy, you’ll face dual challenges. One: Are your actions reasonable? And two: Is your
action a prohibition, as prohibited by the statute?”
Florida—Under this state’s statute, 718 110(13), amendments in condo associations
prohibiting rentals apply only to owners who consent to the restrictions and those who
purchase after the date of the amendment, according to Alessandra Stivelman, a partner who specializes in community association law at Eisinger Brown Lewis Frankel &
Chaiet in Hollywood, Fla.
Minnesota—There’s no statute that says owners can or can’t rent their property, says
Drewes. “An individual’s common law rights of alienability of real property would allow
an owner to rent his unit, absent some restriction on that right,” he explains. “My advice
to clients on this issue is generally that an association can ‘regulate’ rentals as part of
its oversight of the property and maintaining the community and to protect owners and
their property values.
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“However, they can’t ‘restrict’ rentals or otherwise materially infringe on those rights of
alienability without going through the proper procedures to alter those real estate interests by amending the declaration,” notes Drewes. “The declaration amendment process
has been held to be a proper means of changing owners’ rights of alienation after purchasing property within the community.”
North Carolina—“We have something unique to North Carolina—at least I think it’s
unique because it’s not in South Carolina, and it’s not in Maryland, to my knowledge,”
states Chris Gelwicks, a Charlotte-based member at Horack, Talley, Pharr & Lowndes,
who represents about 800 association clients in both North Carolina and South Carolina.
It’s a case decided about two years ago that doesn’t deal directly with rentals but that
could be applied to them. Essentially, a court decided that if an association amends its
recorded restrictions to go beyond the intent of the original documents, those amendments may not be enforceable, according to Gelwicks.
“The case wasn’t about rentals, but it involved a community in the mountains formed
during the height of the economic boom that later crashed,” explains Gelwicks. “In
that case, the documents stated the builders were liable for 25 percent of the normal
assessment. The board said, ‘We don’t like that.’ It got the membership to amend the
documents to say that builders have to pay the full assessment amount. The builders
protested and filed a lawsuit, and the North Carolina Supreme Court said associations
can’t amend their governing documents with an unlimited scope. Amendments must be
reasonable in light of what was originally contracted.
“So I bring that into the realm of rental restrictions,” adds Gelwicks. “If there’s language
in the governing documents that says leases must be approved by the board, that tells
me rental restrictions are more likely to be upheld if we enhance those restrictions. If
the governing documents are silent, I can’t say there’s a prior intent to restrict rentals.
I’ll tell my boards, ‘There’s nothing in your declaration restricting rentals. So if you do
that, there’s a case someone could lean on to argue this rental restriction goes beyond
the scope of what you’re allowed to do.’ I think boards can tread lightly and take a shot
at restricting rentals. But big restrictions will be challenged.”
Ohio—There’s no statute in Ohio that prohibits associations from restricting rentals, reports Bob Kmiecik, a partner at Kaman & Cusimano LLC, which represents associations
throughout Ohio. However, there have been a few court cases that affect the process for
approving restrictions.
“If you’re going to amend your documents to prohibit leasing, we always recommend
including a hardship provision,” notes Kmiecik. “Also, a couple of judges in trial courts
have held that to amend documents to include a rental restriction, you’d need 100 percent of the owners’ approval.
“In one particular court case I’m thinking of, the association passed an out-and-out
rental ban after amending their documents with 75 percent ownership approval vote,”
explains Kmiecik. “The court said 75 percent wasn’t enough because the regulation affected a fundamental purpose of ownership. Hopefully, it was just that one case. But the
idea that you’d need everybody to consent is out there.”
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HOA Rentals: Your Options Are
Practically Endless
It’s a safe bet that you’re probably not aware of all of the many, many ways you can
restrict rentals in your community association. Your first step is to identify the type of
problem you’d like to solve. Then use that information to land on the restriction that will
best achieve your goal.
Here’s guidance on answering that first question, along with a summary of the most
common—and a few unique—rental restrictions HOAs enact.
What’s Seems To Be the Problem?
Assuming you have the legal authority and the authority under your governing
documents to restrict rentals, then you must choose the route you’d like to take to
do that.
When Chris Gelwicks, a Charlotte-based member at Horack, Talley, Pharr & Lowndes,
who represents about 800 association clients in both North Carolina and South Carolina,
talks to boards interested in attempting to restrict rentals, he takes a step back.
“The first point is always: Why do you want to restrict them?” he notes. “If you don’t
like your neighbor, that’s not a good reason. You need to be able to sell this to the
membership and have a good basis for doing it. Also, if you’ve got 40-50 percent of the
community already as rentals, I always tell the board they’re not going to be able to
pass this. They won’t have the support. So that’s the first thing.
“The next thing is: How will we monitor it?” he adds. “I highly advise associations that
they can’t prohibit leasing altogether. There’s no case law that says that, and no court
has struck down a restriction saying that no rentals are permitted. But I can tell you
that day is coming in North Carolina. So boards need to be as least restrictive as possible. What rental level do they want to get it down to? Many times, boards want to
keep it at the Federal Housing Administration level, which if I recall is currently at 50
percent.”
Your reason for restricting rentals and your ultimate goal in where you’d like your rental
totals to be will help you decide what type of restriction to seek. There are other issues to consider, such as the level of work you’ll have to achieve to properly pass any
restrictions.
“As a threshold comment, when you’re talking about a rental policy, boards should
understand the distinction between establishing restrictions on rentals—which require
a change to, or that those provisions appear in, the declaration—and simply regulating
the rental process,” says Matthew A. Drewes, a partner at DeWitt Mackall Crounse &
Moore S.C. in Minneapolis. “The latter can appear in the rules if they’re consistent with
or not contradictory to the declaration. Limiting rentals is a restraint on alienation, and
I’m leery of attempting to enforce a restriction like that if it’s not in the declaration.”
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That said, Drewes has seen a wide range of rental restrictions implemented by his clients. “Associations have really run the gamut,” he says, “from a complete prohibition on
rentals to having a maximum percentage that can be rented, to requiring a minimum
occupancy duration prior to rental.”
This One? No, That One
Here’s an overview of the most common types of restrictions, plus a few unique ones:
•

A total ban on rentals—Bob Kmiecik, a partner at Kaman & Cusimano LLC,
which represents associations throughout Ohio, says this is among the most common provisions he sees associations adopting. “They’d adopt the complete ban—
that there are no rentals—and you grandfather in those that are already rentals.
Those become subject to the no-rentals provision upon the sale or transfer of the
unit.
“Then there’s the hardship provision when there’s a complete ban,” adds Kmiecik.
“We treat that as a one-time right. The owner says, ‘I want to exercise my right
to rent this out to a specified tenant for up to two years.’ That means that owner
is then done and doesn’t get to use the hardship provision again.
“We don’t ask what the hardship is—we get out of determining whether there’s a
hardship,” notes Kmiecik. “We think it’s consistent with the case law emerging on
the issue where you need that safety valve, and then it’s less likely to be discriminatory on the basis of granting a hardship exemption.”

•

Only a certain percentage of units can be rented—This is common, but it’s
very hard to enforce. “Usually, the reason someone will put a rental restriction in
place is to cap the rentals,” explains Greg Smith, CMCA, AMS, PCAM, president of
Associa® Northern California in Stockton, a community association management
company. “They don’t want rentals to go above a certain amount. Maybe it’s because of FHA certification requirements, but usually it’s some sort of combination
of FHA certification and wanting to have people living in the property to have an
investment in it.”
Alessandra Stivelman, a partner who specializes in community association law at
Eisinger Brown Lewis Frankel & Chaiet in Hollywood, Fla., recommends against
this tactic. “It’s an enforcement nightmare,” she says. “You have to figure out
which owners get priority to rent; is it first-come, first served? What if owners’
leases provide for renewals or assignment? It becomes really difficult for an association to keep track of that. It’s not the most effective way to restrict rentals.”
Another con, says Gelwicks, is the predicament associations find themselves in
when you pass this provision while the association is already over the limit it
wants to reach. “That’s the major source of discussion,” he says. “The way to
avoid conflict is to grandfather in people who have leases when the rule gets to
go into place.
“They get to ride out that lease or renew only with that same tenant,” notes Gelwicks. “We write in the policy that owners can renew with the same tenant for up
to 10 years, even if the association is over the cap. The board wants continuity in
the community, and if you’ve got someone there for five years, you’ve got pretty
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good continuity. But for you to know when a lease expires or will renew, you need
a copy of the lease, so you have to require all owners to provide that.”
“Also, you’ll have to start a waiting list,” adds Gelwicks. “I’ve got a condo community I’ve represented for a number of years. They allow 20 percent rentals. They
have a waiting list, and some people have been on it for four to five years. Still,
when it’s a recorded restriction, owners can’t say they didn’t know about it before
they bought. That’s where we hang our hat in court.”
•

Requiring a term of ownership before rentals are permitted—This is one
way to ensure you get to know your neighbors before they begin renting their
unit. “The pros of this are that people get to know people in the community,
understand who their neighbors are, and know the owner isn’t an investor,” says
Gelwicks. “Many complaints we have are from boards that want to put restrictions in because they say, ‘We’ve got too many investors, and we don’t know who
they’re putting in those units.’
The drawbacks of this type of restriction relate to enforcement. “Most associations
will know when a deed is recorded and who the owner is,” explains Gelwicks. “But
if the board sees the new owner is an investment company, what’s its remedy? If
that new owner starts to rent, are you going to start holding hearings and fining
them?
“That could open the argument for owners to go in front of a judge and say the
association is impeding their use of their property,” notes Gelwicks. “I haven’t
seen that yet. I think there’s pretty good support in North Carolina for this restriction and the investor losing that challenge, but that could be a risk for associations. In North Carolina and other states, courts are going to side with the owners
of the property whenever they can.”
Smith says he sees this tactic used also to dampen interest in communities particularly attractive to investors. “Usually you find this in a mid-range housing
product, something that would be attractive to investors,” says Smith. “So it’s
reasonably spacious homes that aren’t very expensive because they’re in more
outlying areas. I won’t say it’s a back-door way to prevent rentals, but it’s another way to decrease the amount of rentals in the community. The restrictions
typically say you can’t rent for a year after purchase.”
In Florida, many foreigners buy units as investments and want to rent them out,
which many communities don’t want, notes Stivelman. So she’s seeing associations requiring ownership of six months before an owner is permitted to rent a
unit. However, she’s also seen this type of provision requiring three years of ownership before renting is permissible.
“I’ve even seen associations that want to do it for four to five years, and I don’t
know that that would be reasonable,” says Stivelman. “I’d go with one, two,
maybe three years. I don’t believe there’s been any case law on the enforceability
of doing it for that long. As long as the restriction is one year, I think it’s reasonable, and you have a better argument to enforce it.”
Note that there’s sometimes discussion about similar requirements but instead of
requiring ownership for a certain term, a provision may require a term of occupancy before rental. “It’s fairly common to see that owners must live in or own a
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unit for six months to a year before renting,” says James R. McCormick Jr., a partner at Peters & Freedman LLP in Encinitas, Calif., who represents associations.
Stivelman also sees those restrictions, but she’s not sure they’d withstand a challenge. “Some declarations say that owners have to reside in the unit for a period
of time before they can rent,” says Stivelman. “But I don’t think that’s enforceable. I don’t think associations can legally require an owner to physically live in a
unit.”
•

Rentals are permitted for leases of a minimum duration—“Many of the
standard restrictions we see that come in from the developer prohibit transient or
short-term leasing,” notes Kmiecik. “That’s usually accompanied with a definition
prohibiting typical hotel-type services.”
That’s McCormick’s experience, too. “Most restrictions are coming under the
‘nothing under 30 days’ category,” he says.
Among Smith’s clients, that minimum rental period can be as high as 180 days.
“There are also some that say you can do this once in every 12-month period,”
he says. “But for the most part, what I’ve seen is an outright ban on short-term
rentals of less than 30 days or any rentals wherein ordinary hotel services are
provided. They prohibit situations where owners are going to be bringing in a
maid or cooking service.”

•

Limiting the total duration of rentals for the life of an ownership—Drewes
has seen associations pass restrictions on the total length of rentals during the
span of ownership. The association might say owners can rent for only for a total
of one or two years but no longer.
What if you want to rent for longer than that period? “You’d have to resume occupancy or you’re expected to attempt to sell the unit unless there’s some dispensation provided by the association,” he notes. “I’ve also been on the opposite side of
that scenario. I represented an owner who was both financially and through their
work sort of caught in a situation where they couldn’t physically occupy the unit
for the majority of the year. So they sought permission to rent and got permission
for whatever time period that applied—it was one or two years.
“Then there became a dispute over whether the permission could extend longer
and actually had been,” adds Drewes. “The ongoing issue—the owners’ need to
continue to rent the unit—didn’t change. And the financial bind of having a unit
that was worth less than the amount due on the mortgage hadn’t changed in the
relatively short time they were allowed to rent.”
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Should You Get Involved in
Renting HOA Owners’ Units?
Stay out of owners’ processes for choosing renters.
That was the advice at a recent HOAleader.com webinar on what boards must know
to strengthen HOA rules and fine procedures. It came from one of the panelists,
Matthew A. Drewes, a partner at DeWitt Mackall Crounse & Moore S.C. in Minneapolis.
“Owners should be required to conduct an application process, including at least a criminal background check,” says Drewes. “But the association shouldn’t take possession of
or review the applicants’ information, or approve or reject applicants. That’s up to the
owner or a managing agent the owner retains . . . That’s not [board members’] expertise, they’re not paid to do that, and there’s the potential for liability.”
A listener, however, had a follow-up point: “We’ve previously stayed out of the rental
process and allowed owners to find their own renters. After having several issues with
renters this summer, however, we’ve now decided to do background checks to help
us avoid some problem renters. Our attorney is comfortable with us doing this, as
long as we very clearly follow the rules. Hopefully, that will keep potential liability to a
minimum.”
Here we discuss the pros and cons of both approaches.
Other Experts Agree with Drewes
“I agree with Matt Drewes—absolutely,” says Phaedra J. Howard, a partner at Hellmuth &
Johnson PLLC in Eden Prairie, Minn., who advises associations, with a laugh because
she’s sometimes on the opposite side of cases with Drewes in the small community association legal community in which they both practice.
“There are so many issues with data privacy, who’s had access to the information, and
all the potential penalties the association could be faced with if people’s private information is leaked or gets into the wrong hands,” explains Howard.
“Also, there’s always the potential for someone to make a fair housing allegation against
you as a result of the screening, and the association doesn’t need that hassle,” adds
Howard. “I’ve not run across many associations that have that power in their declaration
except for co-ops. But for most condos and HOAs, they don’t have it in their governing
documents that the association has any say whether a potential renter gets approved or
not. If you don’t have any authority to accept or reject or tenants, you have no business
getting involved in the screening process to begin with.”
That’s also generally the position of Jonah Hunt, a partner at Denver-based Orten
Cavanagh & Holmes LLC, which represents more than 600 associations in Colorado.
“I’ve always told associations: Don’t interject yourself in the process,” he asserts. “If
they get involved and one bad tenant falls through the cracks, they’ve arguably as-
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sumed the responsibility of screening applicants. From a liability standpoint, you don’t
want that.”
You’ve Got Plenty of Other Remedies
Our experts are split on Drewes’ recommendation to require owners to do background
or criminal checks.
Howard says she drafts governing documents with that requirement somewhat frequently. “You can still make the owners responsible for doing this,” she says. “I write
rules all the time that say, ‘Owner, you must do background checks on tenants.’ Sometimes we even have them sign proof, like a copy of the receipt, showing they’ve paid
someone to do a background check. We might even ask owners to sign a form saying,
‘Not only have I done it, but I’ve reviewed the result, and I found no evidence in this
person’s past of property crimes or violent crimes’ or whatever else.”
Bob Kmiecik, a partner at Kaman & Cusimano LLC, which represents associations
throughout Ohio, wrote a one-word answer to the question posed in our headline: No.
He doesn’t stop there. “I argue to stay out of that, and I’d go one step further,” explains
Kmiecik. “Where it indicates that owners should be required to conduct an application
process or a criminal background check, I don’t even know that I’d stick my nose in
that. Once you do, owners will say the association is monitoring that. Then if something
happens, they’ll ask the board, ‘Why wasn’t this done?’
“It exposes the association to liability, and I’m a big fan of not taking on duties the law
says you don’t have,” adds Kmiecik. “Once you take on that duty, you take on the responsibility, and then you open yourself up to the liability when something goes wrong.”
Hunt is the tie-breaker on that point, and he leans toward the “don’t get involved”
camp. “We even tell our clients not to require that owners send background checks on
tenants to the association,” adds Hunt. “If boards feel strongly about it, we suggest they
pass a rule saying any owner looking to rent is highly encouraged to do a background
or rental check on owners. Then if there are problems after the fact, associations should
make it clear that owners will be responsible for tenant conduct that violates covenants
or rules.”
How to Turn Bad Tenants Around
What to do if this leaves you with problem tenants?
“You have rules,” says Howard. “Enforce them, and fine the owner of the rented property. Pretty soon the owner will get tired of being fined.”
Kmiecik agrees. “This whole area of dealing with tenants is rife with exposure to fair
housing violations,” he laments. “You’ll say ‘no’ to the wrong person who later says
rightly or wrongly they’ve been discriminated against, and you’ll be writing checks to
the lawyer to deal with it. And you have all kinds of authority under your covenants to
address rules or covenant violations. You address those with owners.”
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It’s rare, but Hunt has seen another remedy for associations. “Many years ago, I ran
across an association in which the declaration empowered the association to act as attorney in fact and evict the tenant,” he recalls. “The association could essentially act as
the landlord and evict. That’s an extremely powerful provision to have. It was relevant
in that association because there were a lot of people there who were leasing, and a fair
amount were causing trouble.”
Some state laws permit associations to do that, too. “In some states, laws permit your
association the ability to evict problem tenants,” says Kmiecik. “You have plenty of recourse. And if you don’t want to resort to those remedies, amend your governing documents to prohibit renting.”
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How Many HOA Guests Are Too
Many? And What If the Owner’s
Not Home?
Here’s a common problem: Your HOA has rental restrictions. But you’re constantly facing questions about owners with frequent guests—sometimes when the owners aren’t
even present—whom you suspect are actually renters.
Is the answer restricting the number of guests owners can have at one time? What
about restricting the number of guests when owners aren’t present? If so, how in the
world do you regulate these types of guest provisions? Here we offer suggestions for
addressing guests and, indirectly, rental violations.
Been There. Done That.
“We get this all the time,” says Nathaniel Abbate Jr., a partner at Makower Abbate &
Associates PLLC in Farmington Hills, Mich., who represents associations. “We’ll contact
an owner and say, ‘It looks like you’re renting out your unit, but we don’t have a lease
on file.’ Under most governing documents in Michigan, owners are required to provide a
lease. And under the Michigan condo act, it says the association is entitled to an advance copy of a lease 10 days before an owner presents it to a prospective tenant so
the association can verify that it meets requirements of the governing documents or the
Michigan condo act. The owner will say: ‘It’s not a guest; my son’s in town housesitting
while I’m staying down in Florida.’
The “Pshaw! She’s not a tenant; she’s a guest!” response is also a common occurrence
in Bill Worrall’s world. “Absolutely, we have short-term rentals in which unit owners are
claiming those tenants are guests,” says the vice president of Hollywood, Fla.-based
FirstService Residential, which manages 1,300 condominium and homeowner associations totaling 310,000 residential units. “It becomes the burden of the association to
prove the guest isn’t truly a guest.”
The issue hasn’t been much of a challenge for Robert Galvin, a former partner at Davis,
Malm & D’Agostine PC in Boston who specializes in representing condos and co-ops.
“The issue is very, very rare, but it usually occurs when you invite a number of guests
to the pool,” he explains. “There usually will be a rule where the board will say, ‘You can
only have one or up to four guests in the pool Saturday mornings.’ But guests in units
aren’t usually a problem, and it’s very rare to see the issue in bylaws.”
Policing Limits on Guests
Despite the potential for abuse, it’s uncommon for associations to put many restrictions
on guests. “Sometimes governing documents will say units are for single-family use,
which I don’t do anymore because it’s dangerous with discrimination laws,” says Galvin.
“Older documents sometimes say units can’t have more than two people per bedroom.
But I don’t think governing documents should include those limits either because they’re
often in local ordinances. But you do see governing documents saying that only one
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family can live in a unit and that temporary, gratuitous guests can stay or that live-in
caregivers are permitted.”
“We don’t see many rules that apply specifically to guests,” agrees Worrall. “In Florida it’s a little different because for many owners, it’s their second or third home. They
could be sending their kids or grandkids to use the home during spring break, and that’s
OK.”
Perhaps limits on guests are rare because they’re such a landmine to enforce. First, you
might run into challenges of discrimination on the basis of familial status. “You run into
problems when you’re dealing with guests who are immediate family members at least,”
explains Abbate. “But owners will also say they’re having their cousins staying with
them, and they’re staying and staying. Sometimes zoning laws will step in and take the
hard calls away from the association. They may say owners can have only two people
per bedroom. So if the owner has a two-bedroom house and six people there, the owner
has a problem with a governmental authority.”
You may also run into problems with other guest rules. “Maybe you’re considering a
rule saying a guest can’t stay for more than, say, four days without you being present,”
Abbate explains. “I don’t think you could because owners might want to have someone
watch their house while they’re gone for a couple of weeks. It’s a standard of reasonableness. If there’s a lease involved or someone’s paying the owner to stay, then it’s a
different situation and you can step in. But I think the benchmark should be reasonableness. As with so many issues, this goes back to the effect on the community. Is there
more traffic where owners have somebody stay with them? If it starts to become an
issue, you have to become a little more careful.”
You Still Have Recourse
All of this doesn’t mean you’re without options if you suspect an owner is violating
rental provisions by having too-frequent “guests.” “I just got a call about an owner
accused of renting out rooms in her unit, which isn’t allowed at that association,” says
Abbate. “She denied doing it a year ago. But still two people are living there and there
was recently an ad on Craigslist. We don’t have proof it’s that unit being advertised.
But we’re going to send a letter and see what we find with the little old lady who denies
everything.”
Worrall also has suggestions. “To prove the person isn’t a true guest, we need to do our
due diligence,” he says. “It’s pretty easy. We often find short-term rentals we posted online. That’s pretty good proof right there—where you have your unit advertised for rent
for a week and there’s a guest approved by the unit owner to stay for that week. You
have to be diligent about guests and monitor your access control procedures and your
application process for renters.”
And if all else fails, a little legal action might be the ultimate answer. “If you think an
owner’s doing a short-term rental, the board could sue and depose the owner and guest
and ask if any consideration is being paid,” says Galvin. “That’s how you uncover it.”
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Why You Should Create an HOA
Rental Policy—and 9 Things to
Include In It
If you’re looking to regulate rentals in your HOA, you need to spell out for your members the restrictions you expect them to follow. Translated: You need to develop a rental
policy that tells members everything they need to know to comply with it.
Here are provisions you should definitely include in your policy, along with some to consider including if they make sense in your situation:
1. State your restrictions. Start by clearly explaining the limitations you’ve chosen to
go with, whether it’s the number of units that can be rented or the duration of tenancies, either minimum or maximum, or whatever your restriction is, advises Matthew A.
Drewes, a partner at DeWitt Mackall Crounse & Moore S.C. in Minneapolis.
No need to be creative. Keep it simple and straightforward. “The policy should mirror
whatever the restriction says,” advises Bob Kmiecik, a partner at Kaman & Cusimano
LLC, which represents associations throughout Ohio.
2. If you go with a cap, state precisely what it is. “You need to have in the policy what the rental cap is, and you should have in the policy how it’s going to be determined and defined,” asserts Greg Smith, CMCA, AMS, PCAM, president of Associa®
Northern California in Stockton, a community association management company.
“If it’s 50 percent, what number of actual units is it that can be rented at any time?” explains Smith. “If it’s 15 percent, what number of units is that? Most HOAs have an odd
number of homes or units. So the board has to figure out the actual number of units
that can be rented at once. Then the policy should state: ‘No more than 15 percent, or
X number of homes, may be rented at one time.’ ”
3. List any exceptions you’ll consider to the policy. “Take into consideration
whether you’re going to grant exceptions to the policy and what bases might be for
granting those,” recommends Drewes. “It’s simple enough to draft a catchall that says,
‘Despite this policy, the board can grant exceptions solely within its discretion.’ But then
you get into consistency challenges and questions about why some people get dispensation while others don’t.
“There’s some risk in allowing absolute discretion to the board,” admits Drewes. “But
if you incorporate it into your policy and rarely use it, at least it’s there in the event of
the unforeseen but truly worthy reason. Those situations might be where people might
have to be transferred away for military service, educational reasons, or due to work
for a temporary assignment rather than a permanent one. In those types of situations,
you can appreciate that person has a change in circumstances and make an exception
for it.”
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4. Include definitions of terms that could be disputed. The problem with rental
restrictions is that you’ll hear from owners you believe are violating your policy: “No!
I’m not renting! I’m just having a lot of guests [or one long-term guest]!” Head off that
alleged defense before it arises.
“We recommend the association also implement a guest policy in addition to a rental
policy,” advises Alessandra Stivelman, a partner who specializes in community association law at Eisinger Brown Lewis Frankel & Chaiet in Hollywood, Fla. “And they can
probably do that by rules and regulations rather than through an amendment to the
declaration.
“In both policies, be clear on what’s a guest and what’s a lease,” adds Stivelman. “For
instance, state that even if there’s no consideration given to the owner, it’s still a lease if
someone’s living there in the unit for 30 days. Also state that if the owners aren’t in the
property while this other person stays there, it’s a lease.”
5. Give notice that tenants must comply with the governing documents and
that owners will be responsible for tenants’ noncompliance. “The rental policy
should indicate that rentals are subject to the provisions of the governing documents
meaning tenants,” suggests Drewes. “Also provide enforcement provisions for the association not only against the owner in violation but also for the tenant directly.”
“State that the owner is responsible for any violation of the rules by the tenant,” agrees
Kmiecik. “You don’t want to get into what I call ‘chasing tenants.’ We don’t want to go
after the tenant because he’s violating pool rules or parking rules. We want to go after
the owner. That’s who’s going to pay the fines. That’s who we’re going to put the lien on
if the owner doesn’t pay the fines. I want the owner there at any enforcement hearing.
“I’ve had situations where the tenants are a problem, and then the owner just puts different tenants in there,” adds Kmiecik. “Then you realize it’s the landlord who’s the real
problem.”
6. State the association’s eviction rights, if it has them. “In Ohio, we have the
right to evict tenants directly if there are persistent or serious rule violations,” says
Kmiecik. “We can demand the owner initiate eviction within 10 days. If the owner
doesn’t do that, we can go directly into eviction court. I’d put all that in the policy so
everybody knows this is what can be done.”
If your state doesn’t explicitly allow that, ask your lawyer if you can assume that authority. “I usually include a provision that allows the association to evict the tenant and
is sort of an appointment of the association for the owner to remove a noncompliant
tenant,” says Drewes. “Those have been enforced in Minnesota for violations of the governing documents. That eliminates one of the concerns many HOA members have about
tenants.”
Chris Gelwicks, a Charlotte-based member at Horack, Talley, Pharr & Lowndes, who
represents about 800 association clients in both North Carolina and South Carolina, tries
another tactic, but he admits it’s not always successful. “State in your policy that leases
should contain the owners’ agreement to inform renters that they have to abide by the
HOA’s governing documents,” he explains. “Also state that if the renters violate them,
the owners’ agree that’s ground for eviction, and that by signing the lease, the renter
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agrees. Then the association can go to the owner and say, ‘Your tenants are in violation;
you need to evict them.’
“I’ve been totally unsuccessful in getting that in leases because owners will decline
that,” he adds. “It’s worth a try, though there’s nothing you can do if they decline.”
7. Require owners to provide a copy of the lease, but…. “I think assuming there’s
something in the recorded restrictions that allows them to restrict rentals, the policy I
always discuss with boards is that the association needs to know who’s in the community,” explains Gelwicks. “So state in the policy that all owners who want to rent need
to supply to the association the name of the person renting, along with a copy of the
lease.”
Smith has actually never seen an association that didn’t require owners to provide the
association a copy of the lease with the tenant. “They also require the lease to always
stipulate that the renter will abide by the rules of the association,” he adds.
However, some associations require owners to submit leases for review, though Drewes
advises against that. “I don’t generally encourage associations to review the lease because they arguably then become an endorser of the terms of the lease if there ever is
a dispute over the lease itself,” says Drewes.
“But they should have a copy of the lease so that the owner is providing complete contact information not just for the tenant but also the owner,” notes Drewes. “That addresses another concern of many HOA members, which is that owners who rent will
become absentee owners. They can’t be found and can’t be bothered with the tenant’s
noncompliance, and they also sometimes fail to pay the assessment, even though the
tenant is paying rent.”
8. Require all residents to be registered. It’ll help you identify violations and track
compliance if you include in your policy a requirement that residents—both renters and
guests—register with the manager. Add that unregistered persons won’t be permitted in
common areas.
“State that anybody residing in the unit has to be registered with the association,” recommends Stivelman. “You can’t prohibit people access to the unit, only the common
areas, like the pool, if they’re not registered.
“But you can tell those people, ‘Until we get the owner to go through the proper procedure, you can’t be here,’ ” she states. “If you set the rules and regulations on guests and
renters and state that every resident needs to be registered, and you also state that if
they’re not registered, certain things will happen, you make those provisions reasonable
and enforceable.”
9. Set forth your enforcement process. Tell owners how you’ll enforce your policies.
State how you’ll notify them of a violation and their rights to contest the violation, even
if you’re just reiterating the same enforcement process you have in your other policies
unrelated to rentals. Also, specifically state the amount of the fines you’ll impose on
owners found to be in violation, outlining whether the fine is per day, per month, per
violation, or some other method.
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4 Tips for Easier Tracking and
Enforcement of Your HOA’s
Rental Policy
The biggest drawback of passing HOA restrictions on rentals is that they’re ridiculously
hard to enforce.
“It’s very labor intensive,” notes Chris Gelwicks, a Charlotte-based member at Horack,
Talley, Pharr & Lowndes, who represents about 800 association clients in both North
Carolina and South Carolina. “I’ll have a meeting with a board, and they’ll say they want
to implement restrictions. We’ll get a set of restrictions together, and then the manager
will call and say I made their life very difficult because now they have to track rentals—
and that’s unfortunate.”
“You’ve just got to do the legwork to track your policy,” adds Gelwicks. “Many times if a
board ends up deciding they don’t want to propose this change to the membership, it’s
on that basis. I tell them, ‘You have to get copies of the leases, you have to know who’s
in there, and you have to continually follow up to make sure you know who’s in there.’
All of a sudden, the board backs off.”
For those boards that do go forward, it’s simply a matter of putting your head down and
grinning and bearing it, agrees James R. McCormick Jr., a partner at Peters & Freedman
LLP in Encinitas, Calif., who represents associations. “In terms of tracking, I don’t think
there’s any clever way to do it other than ways that take a lot of work and time,” he
laments. “The time-to-payoff ratio is probably not great. What’s the benefit of spending
20 hours a week tracking this? I don’t know. From an enforcement standpoint, that’s a
different issue.”
But don’t be discouraged. All hope is not lost. “If boards are committed and can get a
plan in place so that tracking is part of a routine,” states Gelwicks, “then it can be done,
and it can be done effectively.”
Here are four tips to keep tracking rentals from becoming your life’s work.
1. Decide how you’re going to do it. “I don’t have good tracking process,” admits
Greg Smith, CMCA, AMS, PCAM, president of Associa® Northern California in Stockton,
a community association management company. “It’s manual and labor intensive.”
You can start with what Smith calls the “passive tracking method” in which the CC&Rs
require owners to supply a lease to the association so you know that unit is rented.
But tracking is hardly ever that simple. What do you do when owners provide an offsite
mailing address as their contact information? Do you begin researching the occupancy
of that unit or simply assume the owners don’t occupy the unit?
“We’ve had boards that wanted us to search out records to determine where owners are
actually located to possibly determine if the unit is rented,” says Smith. “But that’s also
a manual process.”
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Other associations, however, are very organized. “I have some clients that are very
good about it,” notes Alessandra Stivelman, a partner who specializes in community
association law at Eisinger Brown Lewis Frankel & Chaiet in Hollywood, Fla. “They send
reminder letters to owners stating, ‘Your lease is about to expire; if you’re going to renew it, we need to know, and there’s a 30-day approval process. If you’re not going to
renew it, your tenant needs to be out by this date.’ That’s often when they have good
application procedures to approve leases or keep track of leases.”
2. If you have a cap, you’ll need to start counting and calculating. “Where you
see the tracking issue arise is where you have that percentage-based limitation,” states
Bob Kmiecik, a partner at Kaman & Cusimano LLC, which represents associations
throughout Ohio. “If you have a no-rental policy, you have one or two units grandfathered in and one or two hardship cases, and you can manage that tracking.
“But where you’re tracking the percentage, you have to create a database,” states
Kmiecik. “Then you have to keep a waiting list. I don’t like those restrictions personally because of that. I just don’t know there’s any easy way to do it. You have to get on
people to administer waiting lists, then track down the guy three years ago who said he
wanted to rent, and you have three others who say they want to rent in the meantime.”
3. Consider an alternative: Offering to oversee rentals. Smith has seen some associations step in and manage the rental process, including approving renters. “That’s
a service the association has to offer,” he notes. “The big pro is that you’re building in a
standard and consistency to the rental process. Everybody will meet the same requirements, and you can have clear qualifications for renters.
“But your ability to do that will be governed by your ability to fund it,” he contends. “It
costs money and time, and you’ll either have to outsource it or hire staff to do it.”
It also complicates the relationship between the association and owners. “If the association is making it difficult for an owner to rent and the owner is therefore losing income,
I think that becomes a little sticky,” states Smith. “I haven’t dealt with that personally.
But one thing I’d be concerned about is an owner making a claim against the association for lost revenue.”
You might have also noticed above that Stivelman mentioned associations “approv[ing]
leases.” That’s fairly common in Florida, and it does help in the tracking rental process.
“In Florida, our position is that an association can approve or disapprove a tenant only
if the authority to do so is in their recorded governing documents,” explains Stivelman.
“And even if it’s in their governing documents, they can’t disapprove arbitrarily. There
are only three bases to disapprove: The renter makes a material misrepresentation on
the application, such as falsely denying having a felony record. The second is a propensity to violate regulations, such as a current tenant who’s done that. The third is that on
the face of the application, the person is in violation of the governing documents, such
as having a pet in a no-pet community.”
However, note that some of our legal experts have warned that inserting your HOA too
deeply into this process can open the association up to liability. “You want to stay away
from the right to have the board deciding which tenant goes in there,” says Kmiecik. “I
think you raise a lot of fair housing issues there; the area is rife with opportunities to
discriminate, not even intentionally.
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“Even where we have restrictions that give associations that ability, we advise them
not to exercise that right,” adds Kmiecik. “If an association’s owners think tenants were
screened by the association’s board, they might think, ‘Well, then, I’m going to leave
my back door unlocked.’ Then if something happens to that owner, guess who’s getting
sued? There’s no reason to go through that process.”
The upshot? Be sure you weigh your authority to control the rental process and the risks
of getting in too deeply before taking such a major step.
4. Consider another alternative: Imposing move in and out fees. “Tracking is a
challenge that may not have a simple or easy solution,” says Matthew A. Drewes, a partner at DeWitt Mackall Crounse & Moore S.C. in Minneapolis. “What I tend to see more
associations doing, including now townhome associations, is charging a move-in and a
move-out fee because of the wear and tear on the community, disruption to neighbors,
and for monitoring.
“The idea is that one way you might ease your ability to track turnover of tenants or
rental of units is if a party is moving in or out of a unit, but arrangements haven’t been
made or disclosed and the fee hasn’t been paid or arranged to be paid,” explains Drewes.
“That’s a sign you need to talk to those people about the nature of their occupancy.
“But it’s really difficult to ensure that people actually read the documents so they know
they’re supposed to do those things,” adds Drewes. “And there’s no failsafe way to be
informed of a sale if an owner isn’t following proper procedures, including in Minnesota
of getting resale disclosure documents from the association.”
“Admittedly these fees aren’t a perfect solution,” concludes Drewes. “Generally you can see
the move-in or move-out happening. But if you don’t, you can miss a rental. Or if people
are sly about it, you can miss them. I haven’t devised a solution to the issue of tracking.”
At the risk of stating what we’ve stated several times, tracking is really, really difficult.
Our experts don’t like being downers, but they want their clients to truly understand
how complex and time-consuming this issue of tracking and fining is before they get too
deep in the rental restriction decision.
“When it all really comes down to it, I think the difficulty with all the various rental policies
is tracking,” says McCormick. “You can have all manner of information you’re soliciting to
track compliance, and also potentially associations need the information for the purpose of
responding to escrow demands, such as what’s the rental ratio in the association?
“But it’s difficult to enforce because I can’t see an association filing a lawsuit because
the owner didn’t provide this information,” adds McCormick. “A lot of management
companies will use as an estimate of rental percentages an offsite address used by an
owner. But this might be a second home for those owners, or they might live there and
have a P.O. Box. Who knows?
“It’s really difficult when you have a segment of the owners who are looking to perhaps
just purely profit,” concludes McCormick. “And not being on-site owners, they don’t rea
Read more about transfer fees and move-in, move-out fees
Learn more about HOA Rules and simplifying enforcement
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The Problem with Strict HOA Rules:
Enforcement’s a Pain!
An HOAleader.com reader writes, “In 2009, we amended our decs to comply with [Colorado law] as well as to limit the number of short-term rentals—due to a unit that was
going to be sold and ‘fractionalized.’ The short-term restriction is explicit in the docs.
Each owner is allowed four short-term rentals (less than 30 days) per calendar year.
This would allow homeowners to cover their quarterly dues during a downturn in the
market.
“We live in a ski resort community, but our 16-unit HOA is residential with primary and
second homeowners. We haven’t enforced this short-term rental restriction before now.
There’s only one flagrant violator. He lists on VRBO. This spring, when a suspected
renter was identified, the owner said it was a friend.
“We need to write up a specific short-term rental policy. We already ask that all leases
be submitted to the property manager. We’re now photographing license plates. What
actions can we do, without appearing to harass renters/guests? We don’t have any other
amenities on property, such as a pool. We do have many homeowners who live onsite
and can monitor the activity of the unit. I’m sure we’re not the only HOA with this limited rental policy. It’s the enforcement that’s daunting.”
Here we offer tips on how to enforce rental provisions but also address the bigger question of how to determine when a rule will require impossible efforts to enforce it.
Let’s Start with Enforcing Rentals
All of our experts agree. Enforcing your rental restrictions is hard.
“We see this type of problem all the time—constantly,” says Christopher J. Shields, a
partner at Pavese Law Firm in Ft. Myers, Fla., who’s represented associations for decades. “The key is that any restrictions dealing with leasing, sales, or guests should be
in the declaration as opposed to board-made rules.
“In addition, there’s a lot of gamesmanship with owners who say they’re not renting and
say people are guests,” adds Shields. “But when you meet the guests, the owners can’t
identify the town the guests came from, and the guests can’t identify who the owner is.
“I think associations have to become far more specific with the types of rule violations
that would try to address that,” recommends Shields. “You could have a unit owned
by a corporation or a trust made of 52 different shareholders, and each is entitled to a
one-week stay. Maybe you say in your governing documents that if a unit is owned by
anyone other than a natural corporation, the entity would have to pick one person, or
one partner, who’d be the primary occupant, and only members of that person’s nuclear
family would be able to stay there and be guests.
“You also really need to not just address leasing approvals, but also be concerned about
guest visitation,” says Shields. “You need to deal with guests whether or not they’re
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overnight by addressing things like whether or not they can use the amenities only if
they’re chaperoned and accompanied by the owner.”
Rental Enforcement is Hard. Who Knew?
Several of our experts displayed their dry wit on the fact that the reader’s board is having a hard time enforcing its rental restrictions. They’ve been there themselves.
“Really?” joked Patrick Clark, president of Excel Association Management in Plano,
Texas, which manages more than 100 condos and HOAs. “Tell me why!
“In Texas, we’re seeing a large amount of investment purchasers who are buying single-family homes in HOAs in bulk,” explains Clark. “It changes the nature of the community, so we’re also now seeing a trend to restrict the number of leases in communities. I tell boards, ‘It sounds great, it makes good sense, and I get it. But how do we
track this?’
“We struggle mightily,” admits Clark. “We have a state law saying condo owners have to
send leasing information to the association. We send the forms to owners, and we rarely
get them back. Who do we turn those owners into? Do we turn them into the police? Do
we sue them? And that’s a state law. As a management company, it’s very hard to track
how many owners are leasing.”
Challenges Go Beyond Rentals
Rentals aren’t the only restrictions that are slippery. “This issue comes up quite a bit,
actually,” notes Greg Smith, CMCA, AMS, PCAM, president of Associa® Northern California in Stockton, a community association management company. “In fact, it happens a
lot with parking. Board members can say a guest vehicle can be parked on site for four
hours. That would mean somebody needs to start a clock, and who’s going to do that?
Are you expecting management to do that? Will board members want to do that? Will
you ask on-site security to walk around and tag vehicles?
“That might be a good guideline for people to follow on a voluntary basis,” contends
Smith. “I could see the merit of putting a policy in place so people know what they
should be doing. But we know there are people who aren’t going to follow that.”
Pets are another quicksand enforcement zone. “It’s easier to say you can have two dogs
than to say you can have up to three dogs not totaling more than 80 pounds,” advises
Smith. “Who’s walking around with a pet scale? That’s just not enforceable.
“Almost anything is possible and enforceable if you have the time and resources,” contends Smith. “But most associations don’t have the time and resources to enforce a pet
weight policy. If there’s guideline, policy, or procedure in place that can’t be enforced, it
needs to be rethought. There are a lot of great ideas that would be much better if they
could be enforceable.”
James R. McCormick Jr., a partner at Peters & Freedman LLP in Encinitas, Calif., who
represents associations, agrees. “One of the considerations when a board approaches us
about a rule is whether it’s enforceable by law and whether it can be enforced in practice,” he explains. “Rentals are a perfect example. Some documents require that owners
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submit their rental agreement to the association when they rent it out. Is that legally
enforceable? Perhaps. Practically? Perhaps, but would we want to go to court if owners
don’t submit it? Probably not.
“Boards need to think of the practical effect of all the provisions they’re considering,”
advises McCormick. “If goals can be achieved through a more enforceable rule, they
should be.
Read more about HOA Rules »
Watch the HOAleader.com webinar:
Easier Enforcement of Your HOA’s Rules: Steps to Create Enforceable Rules, Effective
Fines, and a Fair Violation Process
(available for on-demand viewing)
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Tips for Monitoring and Enforcing
Your HOA’s Rental Cap
If your association has a limit on the number of rental units permitted, you need a process for monitoring who’s renting, including possibly a waiting list if you’re at already at
your max. Here we offer tips for tracking rentals easily and fairly, enforcing it, and for
communicating your system to homeowners.
Lenders Driving Rental Caps
Rental caps are hotly debated but perhaps less common than the debate level suggests.
“I don’t know that we have any clients that have the issue of enforcing a rental cap,” says
Steven Parker, president of FirstService Residential Nevada in Las Vegas, which manages
hundreds of community associations. “We don’t have a lot of communities that say there
can be only 25 percent renters. They only say you can’t have rentals or you can. Where
the issue of rental percentages comes into play almost as much is for financing. The cap
to qualify for Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac loans is 30 percent maximum rentals.”
Beth Grimm, an attorney in Pleasant Hill, Calif., who’s practiced HOA law for more than
25 years, representing both associations and homeowners, can’t estimate how many
California associations have such a cap. “I only talk to those who call me and ask if it’s
a good idea,” she explains. “What I can tell you is that the lending industry has driven
associations to implement them because of lending regulations that get more precarious
as you get more rentals.”
Lenders are also shaping the issue in Florida. “After the foreclosure crisis, a lot of associations here have been trying to cap the number of rentals to meet Fannie Mae
restrictions and to get bank loans,” says Jed L. Frankel, a partner at Eisinger, Brown,
Lewis, Frankel & Chaiet PA in Hollywood, Fla., who advises community associations.
“Many lenders will lend only if the association has less than a certain percentage of units
rented.”
Managers Can Help
Many HOA management companies have systems that can help you get a handle on
tracking renters. “Our accounting software allows us the ability to give access to tenants
of our communities,” says Robert White, managing director of KW Property Management
& Consulting in Miami, which oversees about 125 associations totaling 30,000—35,000
units. “It also tracks leases signed by renters so if leases expire or there’s no lease or
rental-approval on record, the tenant won’t have access to the building or community.
Once the approved lease is uploaded to the system, it’s automatic; key fobs or parking
passes will automatically deny access upon the lease expiration.”
“You have to have some kind of monitoring program in place,” says Parker. “There are
a number of issues associated with renters, and they don’t just involve the rental cap.
Renters frequently don’t get access to CC&Rs, so they don’t know what they can and
can’t do. Most want to comply, but they don’t know how.
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“So about four years ago, we put together a program that charged homeowners $75
a year,” says Parker. “For that, we’d track every renter, provide the renter with a copy
of the CC&Rs and rules and regulations, get the renter’s phone number, and provide a
copy of the lease so the HOA had it. This way, the renter was part of the community. It
worked very well, and associations loved it. But a couple of homeowners who didn’t like
the $75 fee went to the legislators demanding it be removed. The state legislated that
fee out, and when we couldn’t charge for it, we couldn’t continue the program. We’ve
since rolled it out to several associations that will pay for it. If you have a large rental
population, you can do that.”
Get Your Rules In Order
But you don’t just need software. You need rules to help owners understand who gets to
rent and when and to ensure them your process is fair.
“Most sets of original governing documents don’t limit the amount of units that can be
rented,” says Frankel. “They either say you can or you can’t. If you can, there may be
limitations like you can’t rent until you’ve owned the unit for a year, or you can have
only one tenant a year. But now you have this challenge of being able to rent only a certain percentage of your units out so potential buyers can qualify for bank loans.
“How do you enforce that?” asks Frankel. “First you need an amendment to the declaration or rules that says only X percent of owners can rent units. Then you have to figure out who those 10 percent are, and you have to do it equitably. Maybe you’re lucky
enough that the number of units being rented is X percent now. But what about the
five other owners who want to rent their units out? Do you tell the X percent they can
rent only one year? Or do you let their renters stay as long as they want, and when one
leaves, you give that opportunity to someone else? Do you have a waiting list, or do you
permit rentals based on a lottery?
“I don’t know that a first come, first served system right off the bat is necessarily fair
because you want to give everybody the same opportunity,” says Frankel. “You could send
owners letters saying, ‘This is our system. We’ll let the people renting now continue, and
if we hit that X percent limit, we’ll create a list. If you want to rent your unit, we’ll put
your name on the list and then go down the list. When a tenant moves out, if that unit
owner wants to get back in the rental pool, that owner will go the bottom of the list.’ ”
White says his clients typically follow a similar procedure. “If the documents don’t define
the process through which owners can rent and comply with the limits, we suggest we
create a waiting list,” he says. “As a lease expires for an owner who wants to rent, that
owner relinquishes his right to rent and moves to the bottom of the waiting list. The next
person on the waiting list would then be able to rent their unit out. We recommend this as
a fair manner to maintain the limit and give everyone a chance to rent their unit.”
In California, Grimm says restrictions typically differ from that model. “They’re often written that the rental is permitted until the owner transfers or sells the unit, and then they
lose the rental permission; that’s so an investor purchaser doesn’t get the same benefit,”
she explains. “Upon the sale, the new property owner goes to the back of the line.”
A shoddy system does you no good at all. “Your right to the enforcement of this is really
important,” says Frankel. “If you have this system and people are doing what they want,
you’ll be above the cap, and the whole system goes to crap. You can’t have that.”
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5 Tips for Enforcing Your
Rental Restrictions
What can you do if your owners don’t follow your rental restrictions? Follow your
enforcement process, of course.
Be sure to have a process in place that takes you and your owners step by step through
compliance. Here are five tips to help you do that.
1. Set forth the system you’ll follow to enforce your restrictions. Your state may
be like Florida, which dictates your enforcement process for any type of violation.
“In Florida, to have a violation, the association has to go through a grievance process
pursuant to statute,” contends Alessandra Stivelman, a partner who specializes in community association law at Eisinger Brown Lewis Frankel & Chaiet in Hollywood, Fla.
“There has to be a committee of at least three individuals not on the board or who don’t
reside with a board member, and the violation needs to be issued by the board and then
approved by the grievance committee. There’s more, but it’s important to realize there’s
a whole process set forth that associations must follow.”
In North Carolina, you have to give owners an opportunity to cure a violation before
you can fine them for it. When it comes to rentals, that complicates matters. If you
find out renters have four months left on the lease, you give the owner four months to
cure, and you levy a fine for the past violation, and move on,” says Chris Gelwicks, a
Charlotte-based member at Horack, Talley, Pharr & Lowndes, who represents about 800
association clients in both North Carolina and South Carolina.
“But if they’ve got six, seven, maybe eight months left on the lease, you’re limited in
your response,” adds Gelwicks. “Normally, this issue comes up because the board hasn’t
been monitoring rentals, and there’s a violation by the tenant, who did something to the
pool, the yard, or the neighbors. There’s a complaint, and the board finds out about the
rental. I’m always asked: ‘What can we as a board do?’ ”
Gelwicks says the board can bring the owner in for a hearing, but often owners don’t
care about a measly fine. “If the tenant is so bad, the association can try to get an injunction to keep the tenant off the common elements,” he notes. “But in the end, associations have to try to get the owner to take action against the tenant, whether that’s
through fines or access. If fines accrue, you can lien the unit and eventually get the
tenants out, but that’s a long process.
“Otherwise, there’s not a lot the board can do, other than suspending amenity access
to the owner,” notes Gelwicks. “That’s how I try to tell everybody to approach it. The
tenant will get mad, and the owner will comply.”
If your state doesn’t have specific provisions on violations like Florida’s or North Carolina’s, you can create your own. “I think it’s acceptable to use the association’s already-established rules on enforcement,” says Greg Smith, CMCA, AMS, PCAM, presi-
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dent of Associa® Northern California in Stockton, a community association management
company. “But if you want to adapt your own for rentals, you can do that, too.
“So you have a rules enforcement policy that states that upon observation or reporting
of violation to the association, the board sends you a letter, calls you to a hearing, and
levies a fine,” explains Smith. “You can use that same policy you have for trash cans left
out improperly or architectural modifications without approval when it comes to rentals,
too, if you wish.
“However, if you want to make your rental enforcement process stricter or quicker, you
can do that, too,” states Smith. “If normally when somebody leaves their trash can out
improperly, you send three letters, one every 30 days, it’ll be 120 days before the fine is
levied. Maybe that’s not fast enough or is too fast for rental violations. That’s up to the
community to decide. Also remember that renters have a lot of rights. It’s going to be a
lot more difficult to get renters out than to show how to store trash cans.”
2. Set fines that will actually make owners think twice. Remember that there are
different types of fines you may need to consider. “I’d distinguish between fines against
owners for renting when you shouldn’t rent, which have limited utility, and fines against
the owner for tenants’ improper actions,” says Bob Kmiecik, a partner at Kaman & Cusimano LLC, which represents associations throughout Ohio.
“Fines for rules violations are like any rules violations,” Kmiecik states. “If there’s a rule
violation, and the association is going to fine the owner $100, how many of those hits is
that owner going to take before the owner ensures her tenants follow the rules?”
Fines for violations of your rental policy often deviate from your regular fine schedule, notes Matthew A. Drewes, a partner at DeWitt Mackall Crounse & Moore S.C. in
Minneapolis.
“Like any fine, I suggest associations take into consideration the general type of the
community, the type of owners they have, the unit values they’re dealing with, and the
ordinary level of assessments to determine what’s an amount that’s reasonable as a
deterrent without being an improper penalty,” he explains.
“I see where associations might have an initial fine of $25 to $50, but for a rental policy,
it’s $100 a month or more,” notes Drewes. “Or sometimes what they’ll do is make use of
the typical fine policy, but to increase compliance, they’ll have the initial fine plus a daily
fine that accrues for every day the violation is ongoing. Those can become maybe overly
aggressive really fast depending on what the daily amount is. However, if you start at
$5 a day, it can add up but isn’t draconian.”
James R. McCormick Jr., a partner at Peters & Freedman LLP in Encinitas, Calif., who
represents associations, also suggests fines based on the community. “I have some
clients where owners are renting the unit for $10,000 a day,” he says. “In those associations, the fines may be significantly higher than in other associations. It depends on
what’s reasonable for that community, because that’s what the standard is: What’s reasonable, and, in California, does it offset some cost?
“You’re attempting to use the fine as a deterrent,” McCormick adds. “If it’s large enough
that people say, ‘We’re not going to do this anymore,’ then great. It has served its purpose. Your goal isn’t to collect fines but to obtain compliance. If there’s no compliance,
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at that point, you want to go forward and try to obtain a court order preventing that
person from engaging in that activity.”
In Ohio, the question for Kmiecik is how much can the association fine before a judge
says that’s too high a fine? “If it’s a $100 fine, the owner can just tack that onto the
rent,” he says. “If you institute a fine once or twice and it doesn’t do the job, you need
to do something else. I’m not an advocate of letting fines pile up because then you
have a collections problem. Often that ‘something else’ is filing a lawsuit to compel
compliance.”
3. Also consider other tactics to ensure compliance. When it comes to short-term
rentals, compliance can be like playing whack-a-mole.
“The problem is that there’s someone in a unit for 30 days, and you send the owner a
demand letter giving the tenant 10 or 15 days to leave, and the tenant leaves because
their lease term is up,” explains Stivelman. “The person you send the letter about is
already out. It goes too fast, and associations may have to file a lawsuit against the
owner. When we do that, it tends to work. Or the demand letter sometimes works. But
it’s difficult to address short-term rentals.”
That’s why more associations are turning to another solution. “I’ve seen associations
combat rentals when they have control over transponders,” says Stivelman. “They also
have a policy that every guest has to be registered, and only then do guests get access to the transponders. Some communities require you to have a transponder to get
through the gate. Others also have fobs to get to the common areas.
“If the association has the right to turn that device off, the owner will be less likely to
rent the unit,” adds Stivelman. “The association simply turns off the fob and doesn’t
let residents use the pool and gym. Some associations do it without the authority to do
that because they haven’t set a policy on guests or rentals. They do these things without having the procedures in place, and I don’t recommend doing that. Set the rules
and regulations to state that every resident needs to be registered, and state that if
they aren’t, these things will happen.”
4. If you have to sue to enforce your restriction, be prepared to do just that.
McCormick’s firm just won an enforcement case on behalf of an association client
against an owner doing short-term rentals in violation of the HOA’s policy.
“In this particular instance, it was a high-rise,” recalls McCormick. “They had people
coming in through the front door asking, ‘Where’s this unit?’ and staff there noticed. It
was fairly evident. In other communities, nearby owners will report that there’s another
car parked at the house with another different plate. Usually, information comes from
adjacent residents.
“Short-term renting isn’t as big an issue for my clients, but what is an issue is what
happens when renters are there on site,” notes McCormick. “Renters typically look at
the property as a party house. We see it when it’s for things like the Coachella music
fest. Everyone who lives in a community full time is subject to people partying, drinking, and being loud. The short-term renting isn’t the main concern—it’s all the nuisance
that comes with it. In this case my firm recently handled, the association has additional
causes of action against the owner, not just causes for short-term renting.”
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There was a lot at stake for the owners. “If you take some of the large homes in the
communities we represent out in the desert, owners can sometimes rent them out for
$5,000-$10,000 a day or more,” explains McCormick. “It’s a significant sum of money
they’re trying to ensure isn’t cut off.”
That may be why the owners asserted the standard, “We’re hosting friends, not renting
our unit!” defense. But the renters signing the leases actually contradicted the owners,
which was a plus for the association’s case.
With so much at stake, will the owners just try to rent again but do it more covertly?
“Sure, they could try, but if they do, they’re facing a contempt of court charge,” says
McCormick. “We could potentially have them hauled off to jail.”
5. If you can’t beat them, join them? McCormick actually has some clients who’ve
decided to regulate rentals not to clamp down on them but to better peacefully co-exist
with their neighbors in today’s world.
“Some will levy $5,000 or $10,000 fines typically per violation, but it’s tough,” he says.
“There are really two ways to look at rentals. You go really aggressively against them
with those types of fines. On the other hand, some associations have flipped it. They
say, ‘We’ll create a policy, and the license we’re going to give you is to share in the
rental revenue, not for the purpose of making money but to cover the costs the community incurs from rental traffic.’ ”
That’s permitted under a California case, Watts v. Oak Shores Community Association,
in which the court issued a decision in March 2015. “The association was charging additional fees on people who were renting their units, and that practice was challenged,”
notes McCormick.
“The owners said, ‘You can’t levy fees that don’t offset something,’ ” explains McCormick. “But the association proved the renters triggered additional costs, such as to
clean up the docks and the beaches because short-term renters use them more than
owners do. The association argued, ‘These are all the additional expenses that renters
cause for our communities, and it doesn’t make sense for all the owners to cover them.’
The association won that case.”
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5 Smart Practices to Educate Your
Owners on Your HOA’s Rental Policy
True story: A Chicago woman bought a second condo in lovely Charlevoix, Mich., where
she planned to spend most of her summers. A few months after the closing, she lost her
job. To make ends meet, the woman decided to rent her Charlevoix condo—but only after emailing the president of that condo association asking if there were any restrictions
on rentals.
The president’s brief response: “No pets.”
Awesome! She readied her unit, placed a listing on VRBO.com, and promptly had shortterm renters filling the entire month of July, and August was looking promising.
Then she got an angry call from the president, furious because he heard she was renting her property for less than the required 30-day minimum. What 30-day minimum,
she asked?
Ultimately, she did the right thing. She cancelled all the rentals and returned all the
renters’ deposits. But this tension between the association and a new owner was utterly
unnecessary.
That’s a lesson in how not to communicate your rental policy to owners. Here are tips
for smarter ways to educate owners.
1. Announce all changes right away. “It definitely grabs owners’ attention when the
policy is changing,” states Matthew A. Drewes, a partner at DeWitt Mackall Crounse &
Moore S.C. in Minneapolis. “If you’re amending your declaration, people pay attention
because it gets some disapproval from investors and those who are grandfathered in for
the existing term of their ownership or the remaining term of their lease.
“That said, if you’ve got a new policy, once it’s imposed, make sure you’ve distributed
an announcement to the owners,” adds Drewes. “Ensure that everybody’s got a copy
of the updated documents. And make a point of having a regular review for owners. I
don’t see education as a problem unless your policy is difficult to interpret, and that’s a
different issue.”
2. Spread the word far and wide. “I advise boards to publish their policy on their
website and send it by email,” states Chris Gelwicks, a Charlotte-based member at
Horack, Talley, Pharr & Lowndes, who represents about 800 association clients in both
North Carolina and South Carolina. “Be sure to say, ‘Here’s a definition of what a rental
is: It’s occupation of the unit by anybody other than the owner, and that occupation
doesn’t even have to be for money.’
“The idea is that you’re telling the owners on a regular basis that this is what the HOA’s
restrictions say, and you’re telling them how you’ll enforce those restrictions,” adds Gelwicks. “Then when you get complaints from the owner who says she didn’t know about
the policy, you point back to the five instances where the policy was published.”
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3. Address the rental restrictions during orientation. You do have orientation for
new residents, don’t you? If not, here’s a webinar explaining why you should and walking you through the process. Also, here’s an article running through the basics.
Alessandra Stivelman, a partner who specializes in community association law at
Eisinger Brown Lewis Frankel & Chaiet in Hollywood, Fla. (and one of the panelists on
the webinar), is an advocate. “I highly recommend an orientation procedure for all owners or all residents,” she advises. “You have them come in and discuss the rules of the
association while meeting face-to-face with someone from the association or management. I think that helps the association keep track of and really know their residents,
which I think is important.”
Make sure you get an acknowledgement that event happened. “The board or committee responsible for educating owners should have owners and residents sign something
acknowledging they met with that representative of the association and that they were
given a copy of the governing documents and rules and regulations,” recommends
Stivelman. “That makes it harder for owners to argue they didn’t know about rental
restrictions because you can say, ‘You sat down and talked about it, and you signed this
acknowledging that happened.’ ”
4. Ask your current owners to remind potential buyers of rental restrictions
during the sales process. “One problem is people who buy for the purpose of renting out a unit but who don’t bother to read the restrictions before they buy,” says Bob
Kmiecik, a partner at Kaman & Cusimano LLC, which represents associations throughout
Ohio. “Then you get a fight with them.
“It should be the current owner who advises potential buyers that current restriction is in place,” contends Kmiecik. “But owners won’t tell buyers. Still, I don’t have a
problem with that because whether buyers read them or not, the restrictions are still
enforceable.”
5. If there’s an event coming up in your area, send a friendly reminder. “We
have associations that are out in front of this rental issue right now because they’ve
gotten wind that owners are trying to rent their places for an upcoming city-wide event,”
says Kmiecik. “I’m sure there are owners who aren’t saying anything and are just going
to do it.”
If you’re anticipating owners might see an opportunity because of a local event, reach
out and advise them of your policy. “We have an association in Santa Clara, which is
where the Super Bowl was last year,” explains Greg Smith, CMCA, AMS, PCAM, president of Associa® Northern California in Stockton, a community association management
company. “I believe they’ve had a short-term policy in place for a time. But they had to
send letters to owners because they noticed homes listed on Airbnb.”
“Regular communication with members is the best way to spread the word,” concludes
Gelwicks. “You can talk about your policy at annual meetings, but not everybody goes to
those. I’ve written notices that explain the policy, and I’ve put them in plain terms. That
seems to benefit everybody.”
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California Court OKs Short-Term
Rental Restrictions, Related Fees
The debate over owners’ posting their units on short-term rental sites like Airbnb and
HomeAway should again heat up. That’s because a California appellate court has held
that HOAs can restrict owners’ rights on this front. Here we explain the decision and
its implications, plus we share insight on how this issue continues to evolve across the
country.
Here’s What the Court Did
The case is Watson v. Oak Shores Community Association, and the court issued its decision in March 2015. Oak Shores is a community in Bradley, Calif., with 851 lots, of which
660 have single-family homes built on them, according to the court’s opinion. About 20
percent of the homes are occupied by full-time residents, and about 66 absentee owners rent their home to short-term vacation renters.
The case arose when several owners—the Wattses and the Burlisons—challenged rules
and fees imposed by the association, including a minimum rental period of seven days
and an annual fee of $325 on owners who rent out their homes. The HOA also imposed
a mandatory garbage collection fee; boat and watercraft fees; building permit fees; and
property transfer fees. The number of cars, boats, and other watercraft renters are permitted to bring on the property were also restricted.
The HOA filed cross-complaints against those owners for unpaid amounts. When the
cross-complaints were filed, the Burlisons owed $2,355.06 in unpaid assessments, and
the Wattses owed $4,888.47, according to the court. The Burlisons paid that amount
under protest. By the time the trial began, the Wattses owed the HOA $10,264. The
court also noted that Ken Watts never obtained a business license to rent his home,
hadn’t paid transient occupancy taxes since at least 2000, owed at least $5,000 in back
taxes, and repeatedly mischaracterized his renters as guests to avoid applicable rental
rules and regulations. In a rare move, the court also called out some of his testimony at
trial as “demonstrably false” and noted that Watts “occasionally intimidated staff with
bizarre and threatening behavior.”
The court upheld all the fees and the seven-day minimum rental, solidly affirming what
many HOA boards have known for a long time: “That short-term renters cost the [a]
ssociation more than long-term renters or permanent residents is not only supported
by the evidence but experience and common sense places the matter beyond debate.
Short-term renters use the common facilities more intensely; they take more staff time
in giving directions and information and enforcing the rules; and they are less careful in
using the common facilities because they are not concerned with the long-term consequences of abuse.”
The court also agreed with the HOA’s defense that Watts’ claims must be dismissed because of the doctrine of “unclean hands.” Under it, if litigants have acted wrongly—and
thus have come to court with “unclean hands”—their claim can be dismissed. Because of
Watts’ failure to pay fees, his unreasonable challenges to the HOA’s rules and fees, and
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his aggressive behavior, the trial court found denial of his claim was proper. The appellate court affirmed that decision because Watts failed to challenge it in briefs submitted
to the higher court.
Big Win for HOAs
“I think this opinion was great,” says James R. McCormick Jr., a partner at Peters &
Freedman LLP in Encinitas, Calif., who represents associations. “I think the case wasn’t
really about short-term rental restrictions. Their challenge was the fees associated with
short-term rentals. The association said, ‘You can rent. We’re just going to charge you
additional fees for the additional effect renters have on the community.’ I think it’s a
good thing.”
The opinion was originally “unpublished.” In the legal world, that means that while it’s
actually published—meaning released publicly—other litigants can’t rely on it as precedent in their cases. “Our firm was one of the ones that wrote and requested that the
case be published,” adds McCormick. “We hear a lot of allegations and threats from
owners saying, ‘You can’t impose a fee that’s more than this or that,’ and that’s the
argument the plaintiffs used here. Thankfully the court said it’s well known that renters
cause more wear on communities and that what was charged by the HOA was in fact
supported by the evidence. I also don’t think it helped that one of the guys doing this
was a jerk in the community.”
Andrew Schlegel, CCAM®, executive vice president of community management for
Orange County and Los Angeles at First-Service Residential-California in Aliso Viejo,
agrees the opinion is “a pretty big deal, particularly in areas where there are a lot of
tourists.”
He cites the Palm Springs area, where the Stagecoach and Coachella musical festivals
take place annually. “A lot of those owners, especially in the desert, are putting up their
property on Airbnb and VRBO so that large groups of people come in to the community
for short periods of time and cause problems,” he says. “How do we manage that? It’s a
little easier in high-rise communities because we have access-control rights. So we can
see who’s coming and going. It’s much harder in communities that are spread out. We
have one client who wants us to troll around on those websites to try to find properties
in their community for rent. Occasionally you can find them, but that’s a big, extra task
for the manager to do that.”
Are any communities expressly permitting their owners to allow short-term rentals and
simply imposing fees? “I have yet to see any client do that,” says Schlegel.
Different States, Similar Issues
Despite the fact that this case applies only in California, the same issues arise nationwide. Many associations have similar restrictions on short-term rentals, including fees
on activities associated with renters.
“In Florida, associations can impose fees, particularly if their declaration or covenants
provide for restrictions on short-term rentals, and it’s actually very common in Florida
to have restrictions on those,” says Joshua Krut, a partner at Kopelowitz, Ostrow,
Ferguson, Weiselberg, Gilbert, a law firm in Boca Raton, Fla. “We’re a resort capital,
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and it’s important for some communities to restrict such rentals or they’ll almost have a
hotel feel.”
With more than 10,000 lakes, Minnesota is also a huge draw for short-term vacation
rentals. Associations are on top of the issue. “Most associations I’ve seen in Minnesota
have a provision that specifically precludes transient use and defines that as anything
less than seven days, which would address much of the problems with short-term rental
websites,” says Nancy T. Polomis, a partner at Hellmuth & Johnson PLLC who advises
homeowners associations. “Some also have further rental restrictions. They may impose
a minimum term of six months or one year, and others state that only X percent of the
units can be leased at any given time.”
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To Catch a Scofflaw: Owners Tout
Units on Rental Websites
An HOAleader.com reader asks, “Our 93-unit condo here in Washington state has a
rental cap and a minimum six-month leasing period. We have an owner who advertises
on Airbnb with a minimum 30-day lease. How can we ‘prove’ his non-compliance? Or is
his advertisement enough to levy fines for past and present infractions? The owner is off
site.”
With the growth of websites allowing owners to rent units for short periods, this issue
will befuddle more and more HOAs. Here we offer advice for rooting out violations,
proving them, and appropriate fining.
Now You See It, Now You Don’t
Our experts vary on how much they’re seeing owners try to rent out units for the short
term.
“We’re not seeing any greater number of people violating rental rules than we have in
the past,” says Bob Diamond, a partner at the law firm Reed Smith in Falls Church, Va.,
who helped write the Washington, D.C., condo act in 1976 and worked on the Uniform
Condo Act, which 24 states have adopted. “You can’t get away with it. You can in a single-family community where you may not know who your neighbors are. But if you’re in
a high-rise, people will need an entry pass and passes for any amenities, and the tenant
will want that access, too. Often, they’ll go to the manager to get that access, and the
manager will say, ‘Who are you?’ You can’t hide tenants.”
That’s not the case in New Orleans or Washington state, however. “We run into this,”
says Randy Opotowsky, a partner at The Steeg Law Firm in New Orleans, who represents 15-20 associations at any given time. “The website I’ve seen at issue a lot is
VRBO. The associations we represent keep a close eye on that. They don’t usually turn a
blind eye to short-term rentals.”
Kevin Britt is also running into this challenge in Washington state. “I’ve seen this more
often,” says Britt of The Law Office of Kevin L. Britt, who specializes in representing
associations in Seattle. “I’ve had several recent cases where owners have been involved
in this type of leasing. What’s happening today is that as time goes on, as there’ve been
holdups in selling units, there’s increased incentive for owners to lease them for a shortterm basis. The inventive is certainly more today, in my opinion.”
How to Police Short-Term Stints
The number of associations imposing rental restrictions is growing. “We’re seeing associations trying to impose limitations on rentals more than they used to,” says Diamond.
“Rental restrictions came about primarily as a result of two things. In the old, old days,
cooperatives in New York tried to prohibit subleasing of a unit. They wanted the cooperator, who was paying the mortgage, to be occupying the unit because of the financial
interdependence of co-op owners.
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“The second reason is because the Federal Housing Administration, Fannie Mae, and
Freddie Mac all will not deal with financing of units if you have a greater-than-certain-percentage of units rented in your project,” adds Diamond. “This has been instrumental in creating the requirement that associations limit rentals.”
In most associations, short-term rentals are among those expressly prohibited. “Most
declarations and amendments I’m involved in drafting have a clause that says there’s no
short-term leasing,” explains Britt. “That’s something that’s going to be on the books for
most associations that have rental restrictions.”
The problem is that finding an advertisement for a short-term rental of a unit in your
association isn’t typically a violation of your rules. But that doesn’t mean you can’t take
action. “I think simply having a unit out for lease in advertising isn’t a violation in itself,”
says Britt. “That’s something I’d classify as evidence of an attempted violation. But I’ve
had situations where a rental website will actually have feedback from people who’ve
leased and even said the period of time they leased a unit. That’s a different story. If
you have an indication it has not just been advertised but also leased for short periods
of time, I think that’s all you need.
“Regardless of whether it says that or not, the fact that owner is advertising for shortterm leasing when not provided by the declaration would trigger at least a notice of
violation,” says Britt. “In Washington state, the board would give written notice it’s
considering a fine based on its knowledge there may be violation. The notice should indicate, ‘We’re considering a fine based on knowledge available to us.’ That gives owners
a chance to come in and rebut that, either say they’re guilty or not. In other words, it
allows owners to say their peace.”
Diamond agrees the advertising is at least cause for a conversation with owners. “If
you see the ad, you can notify the owners immediately,” he says. “You can say, ‘Are you
aware you can’t rent unless…’ If you know someone’s about to violate the rules, it’s perfectly OK to say, ‘You’re about to violate it.’ But it’s not OK to impose a penalty because
they haven’t violated anything yet.”
Make It Not Worth Owners’ Effort
Opotowsky heads this problem off with serious language in the governing documents.
“In my own condo documents, I’ve incorporated a sort of draconian provision,” he explains. “In essence, it says if you do short-term rentals—whether that’s through Airbnb
or not, or for a weekend, overnight, or week—and we find out, you’re liable to disgorge
everything [you received as payment for the rental], whether it’s cash or in-kind payment, plus our fees to collect those amounts.
“Lots of regimes don’t have that provision,” adds Opotowsky. “But the Louisiana condo
act also has generic provisions stating if you violate your rules and regulations, after notice you can be fined.”
Opotowsky agrees with Diamond that it’s hard for owners to get away with short-term
rentals for very long. “In larger condo associations, they’re a little more attuned to
what’s going on,” he explains. “Unit owners will see the heavy foot traffic on different
weekends, and they’ll get management or me to send a notice to unit owners.
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“We had one 200-plus unit condo on St. Charles Street where owners were advertising
their unit to tourists,” explains Opotowsky. “For the most part, they must have been
discreet because for a while you wouldn’t have noticed it. But in one case, the renters
rolled up with their suitcases and asked the guard—who sort of acts as the building concierge—some questions. We called the owners on the carpet, and they ended up getting
fined. They didn’t pay the amount they advertised, but that fine did stop their rentals.
An association only needs to do that once or twice, and owners will decide the cost of
fighting these isn’t worth the rental income.”
The bigger challenge, Opotowsky admits, is overseeing units owned by corporations.
“The more difficult thing, and much harder to prevent, is when there’s a corporate
owner of a unit who lets some of their employees or customers use their unit for the
weekend,” he says. “There’s a difference in compensation and remuneration, and it’s
much more difficult to monitor and police. The people who look on a website, pay
money, and get to use the unit are the ones you usually try to stop.”
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Additional Ideas to Combat
Short-Term Rentals
Last month, we exposed the challenge HOAs face in policing owners who violate HOA
rules by renting their units out for short-term stints through growing websites like
AirBnb and VRBO.com. (Read last month’s article.) This month, we get feedback on the
issue from an operator of such sites—HomeAway. (AirBnB didn’t respond to a request
for comment.)
We also discuss one potential way to shut these owners down: Posting a comment in
the review section of a listing informing renters that the owner may be violating HOA
rules and that the renter could get caught in a dispute between the owner and the HOA.
The View From the Operator
If you’re trying to figure out how to combat owners’ short-term rentals through online
sites, it can help to understand the issue from the view of a website operator. Here, Carl
Shepherd, cofounder and chief strategy and development officer at HomeAway, which is
based in Austin, Texas, and operates VRBO.com and VacationRentals.com, answers four
questions important to HOA boards:
1. Does your agreement with owners who advertise on your site address
whether the owner lives in a rental-restricted community?
In other words, do you ask owners if they have the right to rent their property?
“Yes. People who list on HomeAway websites represent to us that they have all rights
needed to rent the property short term and are in compliance with all applicable local
laws. The owner of a property in, for example, a managed community would need to investigate restrictions associated with the homeowner’s association as well as local laws.
Additionally, we would expect a person who leases a property to have the rights under
that lease to sublet the property.”
2. If a consumer rents a place and encounters a problem because the owner
has no right to do short-term rentals, what’s your practice for resolving that
situation?
“We can think of no incident involving a property advertised on any HomeAway website
in which a traveler has been denied access to the property due to a local authority asserting the advertiser did not have the right to advertise the house. HOA rules vary and
are set by the homeowner community, but we are not aware of any incident that denied
a traveler access. With this said, should a traveler be denied access to a vacation rental
home, our customer service team is available to help a traveler find another rental.”
3. Do you ban future rentals from that owner? How often does it happen?
“The enforcement of our policies sometimes results in an owner being banned from the
marketplace. We have no comment on frequency.”
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4. What would your company’s response be if an HOA board member/resident
posted in a property’s review section a notice advising potential renters to
beware renting the unit if it, as it appears, is in XYZ Association because the
association prohibits owners from such rentals?
“If we receive notice that a property offered in the marketplace may not be eligible for
rental on a short-term basis, we contact the owner. Our contract is with the owner or
manager of the property, and it is the owner’s responsibility to be in compliance with all
applicable rules. It’s important for people to understand that city ordinances and homeowner’s association rules are not always perfectly clear, and disputes over interpretation
of local ordinances are common occurrences. We rely on the representation of the advertiser; we are not finders of fact.
“Our contact is with the owner, and if the owner and HOA have a dispute, they should
work it out. In the end, we take instructions from the owner.”
Can You Tank Renters with Reviews?
What about that idea of providing notice in the listing’s review section to potential renters that the owner may not have the right to rent the property? Our experts universally
don’t like the idea.
“If it were me, I’d never consider posting something like that,” says Duane McPherson,
the Carrollton, Texas—based division president at RealManage, an association management firm that oversees properties in Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Louisiana,
Nevada, and Texas. “If you made a mistake, I think you’re opening the association to
extreme liability. Comments need to be communicated directly to the owner and not
anybody else.”
David W. Kaman, a Columbus—based partner at Kaman & Cusimano LLC, which represents associations throughout Ohio, agrees. “We’d advise against that,” he says.
“There’s a concept in the law called tortuous interference with contract. If it turns out
my board member posts this warning to potential renters because the board believed
the property listed was in Sunnyvale, and it was in Sunnydale, and that owner loses a
prospective tenant, my board member is facing personal liability.
“Also, under Ohio law, I can say. ‘I’m going to shoot you,’ but there’s not a lot you can
do until I pull the trigger,” adds Kaman. “Advertising a unit for rental isn’t a violation.
When the owner pulls the trigger and rents that unit, that’s where the association has
an interest. We have some associations right on Lake Erie that prohibit leases for less
than 30 days, but owners will attempt to lease their properties to fishermen. If owners
are in violation, we can start fining them a daily rate. And after 10 days of violation, we
can evict the tenants. That’s what stops this practice. So we’d tell our boards to stay
away from that issue completely. There are too many variables, and we have tremendous recourse so that it’s not worth the risk.”
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How One Association Fixed the Problem
Elizabeth White, a shareholder and head of the community associations practice at the
law firm of LeClairRyan in Williamsburg, Va., also advises against posting a warning
in the review section, partly because her clients have had better luck through other
means.
“I would not recommend that, though I can certainly follow the logic of it,” she says.
“Posting on the website, you may risk a slander claim, particularly if your covenants aren’t clear on the issue of short-term rentals. You’re better off attacking the problem on
a case-by-case basis.
“This area where I live is a resort-driven place,” White explains. “When the economy hit
the skids, all of the sudden, rentals in single-family-home communities started popping
up. With one association, the manager monitors the site, and we had a big problem with
one group of owners. Not only were they advertising their houses, but they were advertising the association’s amenities!”
White’s job of combating prohibited rentals is made more difficult by a state court ruling. “A lot of people think if they have a leasing restriction—and the traditional documents say no portion can be leased for less than a term of 12 months—they’re set,”
she explains. “But we have a Virginia Supreme Court case that says that provision isn’t
enough because we’re not talking about ‘leasing’ here.”
How has White advised her clients? “We ended up having to monitor the rental website,
and we were fortunate we had a security force at the HOA to help us out,” he says. “We
decided that people who spent their vacation money on these rentals were victims, too.
When they’d come to the community facility, we were looking out for them. We started
nicely and politely saying, ‘You have to have a pool pass and some sort of ID to use the
facilities.’ They’d say, ‘We rented this property online, and we’re staying at [a particular
unit].’ Then we had a script for security: ‘You’re occupying this unit illegally under our
covenants. We’re sorry for you.’ And then we’d get tons more information from them
because they’d be blistering mad.
“A lot of investors make a lot of money off these properties, some as much as $5,000 a
week,” says White. “They’re spending money to fight associations on this issue. In our
area, we have a cottage industry of lawyers who go after associations that try to enforce these provisions. In this case, even though we thought our language was already
strong, we took the issue to owners and added language to preclude short-term rentals.
Ultimately, we drove them out that way.”
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HOA Rental Regulations Dos
and Don’ts
Here’s a quick summary of what to do, and what not to do, when it comes to creating
and enforcing rental regulations.
1. Be sure your policy is reasonable and tracks your state law on the renters’
rights. “Tailor your policy to what the law requires,” advises Greg Smith, CMCA, AMS,
PCAM, president of Associa® Northern California in Stockton, a community association
management company.
“For instance, if an owner has violated the rental policy, it wouldn’t make sense to say in
your policy that renters have to be out within 15 days,” notes Smith. “Because of laws
protecting renters, that wouldn’t happen. You have to allow the owner to work within
the confines of the law, and you have to be reasonable. You have to make your policy
workable so owners can voluntarily comply.”
2. Create an addendum for renters to sign acknowledging HOA rules. “When associations require owners to provide a copy of the lease, we generally also recommend
they have every tenant sign an HOA addendum, which has different obligations of the
tenant to the association,” advises Alessandra Stivelman, a partner who specializes in
community association law at Eisinger Brown Lewis Frankel & Chaiet in Hollywood, Fla.
(See “Sample Lease Addendum.”)
In the addendum, Stivelman suggests listing things like:
•

If your owner becomes delinquent, we’ll ask you for rent.

•

You’re responsible for damages to the common areas.

•

You agree to abide by the association’s rules and regulations.

•

You can’t assign your lease or sublet it without association approval.

•

You agree the association has the right of entry to access the unit to make repairs
as necessary.

•

You agree to indemnify the association from claims arising from your use of the
unit.

“The addendum should also establish that the association has the right to evict the
tenant if the tenant is in violation of the association’s rules and regulations,” adds Stivelman. “The association would have to have adopted this as a procedure before it could
require that everyone sign this addendum. The procedure would be that if owners lease,
they must include this addendum to leases, and both the landlord and the tenant must
execute the addendum.
“I would obviously recommend that the association consult with an attorney before
implementing the use of the addendum,” advises Stivelman. “Also, whether or not 100
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percent of this addendum is enforceable isn’t necessarily the point. I couldn’t guarantee
this is necessarily required for the association to have these rights. But it doesn’t hurt to
have all this on paper and to make sure all parties are aware of it.”
3. Remember that advertising a property for rent isn’t the same as renting it.
“I represent a number of communities on Lake Norman,” notes Chris Gelwicks, a Charlotte-based member at Horack, Talley, Pharr & Lowndes, who represents about 800
association clients in both North Carolina and South Carolina. “We get complaints from
owners who get on VRBO or Airbnb and see owners listing their unit for rental. The
problem for us is whether that unit is being rented right now.
“It’s not that it’s being advertised that’s a violation of a rental policy,” explains Gelwicks.
“Enforcing your short-term rental rules often becomes a problem of catching owners in
the act. You have to have someone go to the property, find out who’s in there, and find
out how long they’re going to be there, whether it’s weekly or whatever, and then you
can take action. That requires some legwork.”
4. Don’t try self-help in getting tenants out. Follow all the proper procedures when
you learn an owner has violated your rental policy, which typically means not dealing
with the tenant directly, even if you’ve reserved the right to do that in your policy.
“A board came to me and told me they had filed in local small claims court an eviction
action against a tenant,” reports Gelwicks. “They had no power to do that, of course.
But they were trying, and they pointed to a clause in their restrictions that said the
board has the power to evict tenants. I get that provision was in there. However, I told
that board it didn’t have a contract with that tenant, and I don’t know a judge in the
world who’ll let them evict that tenant. But it’s worth a try.
“In addition, self-help is rarely a good idea,” adds Gelwicks. “Going to the property and
trying to deal with the tenant as a board or manager—I never advise that. Deal with the
owner, and deal with the owner professionally.”
5. Don’t undo a policy without serious consideration. “Many years before the
housing crisis of the past decade, a lot of associations adopted rental restrictions,” recalls Bob Kmiecik, a partner at Kaman & Cusimano LLC, which represents associations
throughout Ohio. “Then the housing crisis came up, and boards wanted to do away with
those restrictions to help out struggling owners.
“Our advice was to stay the course,” states Kmiecik. “We told boards, ‘You fought hard
to get these in place, and all the same things are still true about property values that
you believed before when you enacted the restrictions.’ ”
6. If you permit rentals, be neighborly. “I manage a community now where we have
very involved renters who are helping the association by serving on committees, volunteering to be pool monitors, and doing other things like that,” says Smith.
“Also, I rent right now, and to be honest, I’m a little less interested in maintaining the
exterior of my home than when I was living in a home I owned,” admits Smith. “I’m not
as emotionally or financially invested in the house I live in. That’s just a fact. But I don’t
think that attitude is as severe as some communities will claim.
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“With that in mind, I think boards must be reasonable and realistic,” adds Smith. “I
think a lot of associations need to readjust their view on tenants’ investment in their
community. I don’t have the same interest in maintaining my home as an owner might.
But we’re still part of our community, and we do things with our neighbors.
“Don’t just assume tenants have no investment in your community,” concludes Smith.
“Instead, think of how you’d like to be treated if you were a tenant. That’s the golden
rule of managing rentals.”
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The Real Motives Behind Asking
for Security Deposits from Unit
Owners’ Renters
If your HOA allows owners to rent units, should you require a security deposit to be held
in case the tenant damages common areas or fails to pay fees required by the association? Here we discuss the pros and cons—and the true reasons behind such deposits.
Either You Do or You Don’t
Our experts fall into two camps here. Their clients either ask renters for move-in or
move—out deposits, or they ask for a refundable HOA security deposit, which the HOA
holds for the entire term of the renter’s tenancy. But not usually both. Except in the rarest of situations.
“I have clients who put security deposits from renters in place,” says Jed L. Frankel, a
partner at Eisinger, Brown, Lewis, Frankel & Chaiet PA in Hollywood, Fla., who advises
community associations. “As part of approval process to move in, tenants have to put up
the deposit. Once they move out, they get it back if there’s been no damage to association
property. Those associations, however, don’t also charge move-in or move-out deposits.
“With the deposit, if the tenant does some damage to association property—like damaging the elevator or breaking the mirror in the elevator—the association has the ability to
go after the tenant rather than making the owner pay for it,” adds Frankel. “That helps
the unit owner because, as a practical matter, how are you going to get any money from
those renters? You’re not.
“Because of that, we’ve had a couple of clients over the years develop a one-page lease
addendum they incorporate as part of the lease agreement between the tenant and
unit-owner landlord,” explains Frankel. “It often includes other provisions, too. If the
unit owner stops paying assessments to the association, the tenant agrees to pay the
association directly. We have a statute that now allows for that, but we were doing that
before through a lease addendum.”
However, requiring security deposits from owners’ renters is still pretty rare. “We don’t
have any security deposits that are held by the association,” says Steven Parker, president of FirstService Residential Nevada in Las Vegas, which manages hundreds of
community associations. “The liability for damages to association property always rests
with the home owner. The home owner is liable for all damages done by the tenant.
The HOA’s security comes from the fact that the association can levy a fine against the
owner for the damages and nonpayment of the cost of repair.”
They’re also rare among Bill Worrall’s clients. “Not many communities do that security
deposit held throughout the tenancy,” says the vice president of Hollywood, Fla.-based
FirstService Residential, formerly The Continental Group; it manages 1,300 condominium and homeowner associations totaling 310,000 residential units. “But there are
two other types of security deposit they do charge tenants. The first type almost every
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community charges: It’s a refundable move-in deposit. It’s at least $100, but I’ve seen
them go as high has $500. The second fee I’d recommend at least for discussion is a
trash removal fee, and that’s not refundable. Usually it’s another $100. When people
move in and out, there are a lot of boxes and debris that need to be removed. About
half of the communities charge a flat fee for that.”
The Message You’re Sending
Implicit in the discussion of requiring tenants to provide security deposits is the underlying message. Often, associations are using it as a proxy to send a message discouraging
owners from renting or not charging it to send a welcoming message to tenants.
“I’ve never used that approach of asking tenants for an HOA security deposit, “ says
Debra A. Warren, CMCA, CCAM, PCAM, vice president of education at Dallas—based
Associa®, a community association management company with offices throughout
the United States, Canada, and Mexico. “I think from an accountability or relationship
standpoint, when you ask for a security deposit like that, you’re assuming someone’s
going to do something wrong instead of helping them do things right.
“My policy is for boards to establish really clear guidelines for owners who rent out their
units,” explains Warren. “Boards should do what they can to ensure owners’ leases have
good language in them that protects the association and gives the association the ability
to collect from the owner any damages caused by the tenants. Governing documents
usually say that, but boards should also strive to include those provisions in their owners’ leases with tenants.
“Then it’s appropriate for the association to charge a nonrefundable fee to the owner—
it’s not a deposit—that we call a move-in fee,” says Warren. “That gives the association
the ability to provide all the documents to the tenant in a way that welcomes the tenant
to the community. The HOA is saying, ‘Here are things you need to know as a tenant,
and we’re really happy you’re here.’ The idea is to try to be more inclusive. People tend
to behave better when they’re held accountable and given the right information up front
and when people know who they are. That’s a more effective way to manage tenants.”
What if you don’t want to be in the business of managing tenants? “There are two types
of communities: ones that are investor or renter friendly, and others that aren’t,” says
Worrall. “I don’t want to get anyone in an investor community mad at me by saying you
should charge those fees. Those communities are easier on tenants. They don’t charge
these fees, and if they do, the fees are nominal. But other communities, if they don’t
want to encourage rentals, will have all these fees, and they’ll be higher than everybody
up and down the street.”
Frankel is seeing the same tension. “That’s the big fight,” he says. “The big divergence
we’re seeing down here in Florida is the people who buy units to rent them out versus
the people who buy to live there.
“We had a big Florida Supreme Court decision a couple of years ago that prevented associations from going back and saying they’re not going to permit rentals anymore, even
though their declaration said that,” says Frankel. “The Florida Supreme Court said associations can do that for new unit owners. But if someone bought here with the idea they
could rent the unit, the court is going to allow that. A security deposit is a way to say, ‘If
you’re going to be living in this nice association, this is one of the ways we keep it up.’ ”
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Getting Tenants Invested in Your HOA
Experts are advising that HOAs work to get tenants more invested in their community.
Why is that wise, and how can you achieve that goal? We answer both questions below.
Tenants Are People, Too
Not sold on the idea of getting tenants involved in your community? It’s more important
than you think.
First, times they are a’changin. There are simply more renters today than in the past
few years. “When the housing market suffered, fewer people became eligible for home
loans,” says Jenny Key, the Austin, Texas–based former vice president of RealManage,
a San Rafael, Calif., association management firm that oversees properties in Arizona,
California, Colorado, Florida, Louisiana, Nevada, and Texas. “We’ve seen a lot of people having to rent housing. It’s more like 25-30 years ago when you had to save up for
down payment.”
A growing number of associations are adjusting to that reality. “More associations
are recognizing that having tenants in their community is going to be more of a fact
of life because eliminating tenants affects the buyer pool for their unit owners,” says
Matthew A. Drewes, a partner at DeWitt Mackall Crounse & Moore S.C. in Minneapolis.
“Some associations have asked us to remove or alter the provisions in their governing
documents banning rentals. Boards now recognize that allowing investors to buy or
allowing current owners to rent is better in terms of the community’s revenue streams.
Then the question becomes, ‘What do we do to ensure that people renting are doing it
responsibly, are more engaged, and are treating their unit as more of a long–term home
than a short–term landing spot?’ ”
And really, says Key, in terms of many of the HOA’s responsibilities, it makes little difference whether residents are renters or owners. “From my point of view, the HOA is there
to administer the affairs of the community for the people who live there,” she explains.
“A lot of the social things that make a neighborhood a neighborhood—like taking care
of amenities and not leaving trash—are things only those who live there can deal with.
So regardless of whether they purchase the house themselves or are renting, that’s
important.”
Teach the Renters Well
How can you get tenants invested in your community? Start with some housekeeping
matters.
“Make sure they understand the bylaws and the rules and regulations—that’s the principal issue,” says Robert Galvin, a former partner at Davis, Malm&D’Agostine PC in Boston
who specializes in representing condos and co–ops. “Your bylaws should state that it’s
up to unit owners to give tenants copies of the relevant documents to explain that this
isn’t an apartment, that there are bylaws and regulations, and they have to be familiar
with them. I’d also give them copies of the association’s newsletters so they feel they’re
part of the community and know what’s expected of them.”
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Drewes goes a little further. “It’ll seem not necessarily warm and welcoming, but it’s
necessary to make sure tenants formally acknowledge the application of the association’s governing documents,” he says. “That way they’re officially recognizing that
there’s a community already in place and that they need to be aware of certain expectations regarding the use and maintenance of the property. At a minimum, require that all
leases have a provision that incorporates all the terms of the governing documents.”
Galvin suggests another tool that doesn’t necessarily welcome tenants but can help you
help handle them if they become a problem. “My governing documents give the board
the right to evict tenants if they’re repeatedly violating the association’s documents,” he
says. “What happens is the board will communicate with the unit owner saying, ‘Your
tenant’s doing that,’ and owners may not care if they’re getting paid. But when owners
know the board can evict, that should get them to be more involved.”
Galvin adds that getting tenants engaged helps heads off enforcement headaches. “It’s
for enforcement, but if most people know what’s expected of them, you won’t even
have to get to enforcement,” he says. “Tenants may just not know all these mundane
things like they shouldn’t park here, that this is the way the laundry room is handled,
or that this is what happens if they get locked out. If they understand, you’ll nip a lot of
problems in the bud, and enforcement will be easier if it becomes necessary.”
Then Just Be Nice
Once you’ve got the paperwork out of the way, Drewes suggests a little sugar with that
medicine. “Simply affirmatively welcome the tenants,” he suggests. “When someone
moves in, have a committee whose members knock on their door and bring a gift basket with things like coupons for local businesses. They should say, ‘We’re happy to have
you.We have meetings on these dates. We have this community activity planned, and
you’re always welcome.’ If the association shows an interest in having them, tenants
might actually feel more inclined to be part of the community. It takesan actual effort
to avoid giving them impression they’re not welcome, and then they may be more likely
to reciprocate. Also, a welcome like that gives the association the opportunity to collect
contact informationto put them on lists for future calls and emails.”
Key agrees you should make affirmative efforts to get tenants involved. “When we know
there’s a tenant and the tenant’s contact us and provided information, we do send them
our newsletters,” she explains “It’s a board decision, but if a tenant wants to attend
the annual meeting, I encourage boards to allow that. Some tenants may be looking to buy a home in that neighborhood and are saving up for it. Though some board
members disagree, I think encouraging them to participate in community activities is a
good idea.”
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SAMPLE LEASE ADDENDUM
THIS LEASE ADDENDUM is entered into this      day of         , 20   ,
by and between 
,
as Owner, (hereinafter referred to as “Lessor”) of the real property described as:
Unit No.      of                  Condominium (hereinafter
referred to as the “Unit”) located within, and subject to the jurisdiction of
                 Condominium Association, Inc. (hereinafter referred to
as the “Association”), and 
(hereinafter
referred to as “Lessee”), which supplements and modifies that certain Lease Agreement
dated                  by and between Lessor and Lessee for the leasing
of said Unit. The parties hereby agree as follows:
1. RULES AND REGULATIONS. Lessee, and his/her guests, invitees, licensees and servants, agree to take subject to, assume and abide by the Declaration of Condominium
of                  a Condominium, and the Association’s Articles of Incorporation, By-Laws, Rules and Regulations, and all exhibits and amendments thereto
of the                  Condominium Association, Inc. (hereinafter
collectively referred to as the “Association Documents”), and by execution of this Lease
Addendum, Lessee acknowledges that Lessee has received copies of the foregoing Association Documents. Lessee understands that Lessee takes subject to same and agrees
to abide by all provisions of the Association Documents, as same may be amended
from time to time, and that the breach by Lessee (or Lessee’s guests, invitees, licensees and servants) of any such rule or regulation, or of any of the terms, conditions and
covenants of the Declaration of Condominium, or the exhibits thereto, shall constitute a
breach of a substantial obligation under the Lease. Failure of Lessee to abide by said Association Documents shall entitle the Association to all the rights of Lessor to terminate
the Lease and evict Lessee. The Board of Directors of the Association shall have the
power, but shall not in any manner be obligated, to terminate the Lease and/or to bring
summary proceedings to evict Lessee, in the name of Lessor and/or itself, in the event
of (i) a default by Lessee in the performance of Lessee’s obligations under the Lease, or
(ii) a foreclosure of a lien placed on the Unit by the Association in accordance with the
Declaration of Condominium. In the event the Association brings any action, proceeding
or litigation to terminate the Lease and/or to evict Lessee, the Association shall recover
from Lessor and/or Lessee all costs and reasonable attorney’s fees incurred therefor.
2. USE AND OCCUPANCY. The Unit shall be used solely as a private residence for Lessee, and the following individuals, as listed below:



(List each occupant stating name, age and relationship to Lessee)
The Unit shall not be occupied by more than      persons. In addition, Lessee
hereby specifically agrees to abide by any and all rules, regulations, covenants and
restrictions contained in the Association Documents pertaining to guests within the Unit
and/or upon Association property, as same may be amended from time to time. Lessee
agrees not to use the Unit, or permit the Unit or any portion of the Association Property
to be used, for any illegal, immoral, improper, offensive, hazardous or unlawful purpose.
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All valid laws, zoning ordinances and regulations of all governmental bodies having
jurisdiction shall be observed by Lessee. Lessee further agrees not to make, nor permit
to be made, any disturbance, noise or annoyance of any kind which is detrimental to
the Unit or any portion of the Association Property, or to the comfort of any of the other
inhabitants of the Association.
3. ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING. Lessee shall not assign nor sublet the Unit or any
part thereof, nor shall the Lease be assigned by Lessee, without the prior written approval of the Lessor and the Association.
4. RIGHT TO RENT. In the event Lessor is delinquent in Lessor’s obligation to pay to the
Association any “common expenses” as defined in the Association Documents, the Association shall have the right, but not the obligation, to require Lessee to pay said rental
installments, or the portion thereof sufficient to pay said delinquent common expenses,
directly to the Association, upon the Association giving written notice of the exercise of
such right to Lessee and Lessor. If any such assessments and installments are not paid
within ten (10) calendar days after the due date, the Association shall notify the Lessor
of such delinquency by certified and regular mail to the last address furnished to the Association by Lessor and shall notify Lessee of same by regular mail to the Unit address.
In the event that sums owing to the Association exceed the Lessee’s rental payment,
Lessee shall not be obligated to pay any sums in excess of such rental payment to the
Association. If any excess sums are due to the Association, the Lessee is authorized to
continue to deduct such sums from each rental payment until such sums have been paid
in full. Any such deductions by the Lessee shall not constitute a default by Lessee of
Lessee’s obligations under the Lease. In the event the Lessee fails to pay delinquent assessments and costs and fees incidental thereto, the Lessee shall be deemed in default
under the Lease and subject to eviction or removal proceedings by the Association, in
addition to all other remedies the Association may have. The collection of rental payments from the Lessee shall not be deemed an election of remedies, and the Association
may still proceed to collect delinquent assessments from the Lessor in accordance with
the Association Documents and the Condominium Act, including but not limited to the
filing of a claim of lien, foreclosure and personal money action.
5. COMMON AREA SECURITY DEPOSIT. The parties acknowledge that the Association
may impose, as to the lease of any unit in the Association, and specifically, as to the
Lease of the subject Unit, a security deposit in the amount of $         , which
shall be collected at the time of execution of the Lease. Said security deposit will be
held by the Association in an account bearing no interest to the Lessor or Lessee, and
will be used to offset the cost of any damage to Association property caused by Lessee,
his/her family, licensees, invitees and guests.
6. RIGHT OF ENTRY. The Association, its employees or their agents shall have the
right to enter the Unit at all reasonable hours to examine the Unit, to make all repairs
deemed necessary for the safety of the other residents of the Association or the preservation of the Association property (or any portion thereof), or to do whatever is deemed
necessary to assure orderly use and proper maintenance of the Unit or any portion of
the Association property.
7. SUBORDINATION. The Lease is hereby expressly made subject and subordinate to all
Association assessments, ground or underlying leases, mortgages, building loan agreements and all advances which may now or hereafter affect or become a lien upon the
Association real property, and to any renewals, modifications, consolidations, replacements or extensions thereof.
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8. INDEMNIFICATION. Lessee agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Association from
and against any claims for damages to person or property arising from Lessee’s use of the
Unit, or from any activity or work permitted or suffered by Lessee in or about the Unit. The
Association shall not be liable for personal injury, or damages to Lessee’s personal property
from theft, vandalism, fire, water, rain storms, smoke, explosions, riots or other causes
whatsoever. The provisions of this paragraph shall survive the termination of the Lease.
9. MODIFICATION OF LEASE. The Lease may not be modified, amended, extended, or
assigned without the prior written consent of the Board of Directors of the Association.
10. EXTENSION OR RENEWAL. There shall be no extension or renewals of the Lease
without prior written approval of the Association.
11. NO LIABILITY TO ASSOCIATION. Nothing contained in the Lease, this Lease Addendum, or the Association Documents, shall in any manner (i) be deemed to make the Association a party to the Lease or this Lease Addendum (except to the extent, if any, necessary
to enable the Association to enforce its rights hereunder or under the Association Documents, (ii) create any obligation or liability on the part of the Association to the Owner or
Lessee (including, without limitation, any obligation as Landlord under applicable law or any
liability based on the Association’s approval of the Lessee pursuant to the Declaration, such
approval being solely for the benefit of the Association; or (iii) create any rights or privileges of Lessee under the Association Documents or in or as to the Association.
12. All other terms, conditions and provisions of the Lease shall remain in full force and
effect, except as modified herein.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have hereunto set their hands and seals this
     day of             , 20   .
Signed, sealed and delivered
in the presence of:
                                    
signature
, Lessor
                
please print
                                    
signature
, Lessor
                
please print
                                    
signature
, Lessee
                
please print
                                    
signature
, Lessee
                
please print
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Additional Reports from
HOAleader.com
HOA Elections: A Guide to Managing the Election Process at Condo and
Homeowner Associations
In this report you’ll discover tips from our editorial team and experts on HOA governance and management from across the country on how to plan, properly notice, and
execute an HOA election. These are tips you can begin implementing immediately to
make your elections run more smoothly and withstand challenges from disgruntled
homeowners. Download now »

50 Tips for HOA and Condo Boards, Volume 2: Homeowners Association
Management Best Practices
This report is a follow-up to our earlier special report, 50 HOA Management Tips: Best
Practices for Homeowners Association Boards. It is filled with new and cutting-edge
advice from our editorial team and experts on HOA governance and management from
across the country. You’ll find tips to minimize your legal risk, tips to improve your collections, tips to manage the human side of HOA leadership, tips to streamline rule enforcement, tips to save your association money, and much more. Download now »

HOA Reserves, Special Assessments, Loans & More: A Homeowners
Association Board Member’s Guide to HOA Funding Options
The best-run HOAs have boards that are smart with money. Those boards manage their
owners’ money with care, and when they have unplanned projects that require additional funding, they’re equally methodical and thoughtful. What do those boards do
that’s so smart? They explore every funding option, starting with well-known ideas like
drawing on reserves, taking out a loan, or passing a special assessment. Then they unearth funding options that few HOA board members know about. In this special report,
you’ll discover tips and guidance on funding options from HOAleader.com’s expert contributors. Download now »

HOA Management Companies: A Practical Guide for Homeowners
Association Boards
In this exclusive HOA management special report, we offer insight and guidance on finding a good HOA manager and determining whether you need an onsite manager, musthave and must-not-have contract language, and tips for responding when your management company isn’t doing its job, including guidance on when to cut ties or work
toward a better relationship. We also educate going-it-alone boards on best practices for
self-managed homeowners associations, and much, much more. Download now »
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HOA Policies: 17 Sample Policies Every Homeowners Association Board
of Directors Should Consider
In this special report, we lay the groundwork for your HOA board to draft policies and
procedures governing a broad scope of condo or homeowners association life by providing you with 17 sample policies released exclusively to you by HOAleader.com’s expert
contributors. Download now »

HOA Leadership Roles and Duties: A Guide to the Positions of President,
Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, and Board Member in Condo and
Homeowners Associations
We’re hearing from a growing number of association members who want more detail
about their responsibilities—or who want an easy way to educate their newly elected fellow board members about what, exactly, board members do. What’s the president supposed to do? How about the vice president, secretary, and treasurer? Download now »

50 HOA Management Tips: Tips and Best Practices for Homeowners
Association Boards
This report compiles advice from our editorial team and from experts on HOA governance and management from across the country. You’ll find tips about different ways
to keep your association safe from embezzlement and financial malfeasance, tips about
managing the human side of HOA leadership, tips about rule enforcement, tips on saving your association money, and much more. Download now »

HOA Finances: Best Practices for Getting Your Homeowners Association
through Difficult Economic Times
This report was created to help you make smart decisions that will in turn help your
HOA weather the current financial storm. We’ve spoken to leading condominium and
homeowner association advisors across the country and distilled their recommendations
down into practical, plain-English suggestions for what you can do now to best position
your association for financial stability. Times are tough, but the good news is there are
steps you can take today that will help. Download now »

HOA Checklists: Your Road Map for an Entire Year of Homeowner
Association Operations
This report is intended to be your road map for an entire year of operations that you begin using today and turn to for years to come. It provides you with checklists compiled
by our editorial team with substantial input from experts on HOA operations and management from across the country to ensure you’re steering your association in the right
direction and not letting crucial issues slip through the cracks. Download now »

HOA Debt Collection from A to Z: How to Create and Implement a Debt
Collection System at Your HOA Special Report
In this report, our editorial team and experts on HOA law, management, and collections
from across the country provide information you can begin implementing immediately to
collect money due your association more quickly and easily. Download now »
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Webinars Available On Demand from
HOAleader.com
Rentals in Your HOA or Condo Getting You Down?
What HOA Boards Need to Know About Regulating Rentals
View now »

How to Protect Yourself and Your HOA from the Neighborhood Sociopath
View now »

Easier Enforcement of Your HOA’s Rules:
Steps to Create Enforceable Rules, Effective Fines, and a Fair Violation Process
View now »

HOA Board Members and Fiduciary Duties:
What You Must Know to Fulfill Your Duty to Your Association and Protect Yourself from
Personal Liability
View now »

Collect More, and Collect It More Easily:
Best Practices for Condo/HOA Debt Collection
View now »

HOA Elections:
A Step-by-Step Guide to Plan, Properly Notice, and Execute Successful Elections at Your
Homeowner Association
View now »

Accommodation Requests Under the Fair Housing Act:
Best Practices to Avoid Discrimination Claims & Lawsuits
View now »

Special Assessments:
How to Avoid Them When Possible, and Pass Them When Needed
View now »

Litigation and Your HOA:
How to Avoid It, When to Pursue It, and How to Manage It Wisely
View now »

Anger and Apathy at Your HOA:
Best Practices to Beat These Bedeviling Issues
View now »
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How to Create a New-Owner Orientation Program
View now »

New HOA Board Members?
Here’s How to Run a Successful Board Orientation
View now »

HOA Reserves and Other Funding Options:
How to Be a Smart HOA Money Manager
View now »

How to Choose and Work with Your HOA’s Manager
View now »

How to Simplify Your HOA’s Pet Policies and Enforcement
View now »

What You Need to Know to Effectively Regulate Parking in Your HOA
View now »

What It Means to Run Your HOA Like a Business—and How to
Get It Right
View now »

How to Save Money on Every Contract Your HOA Signs
View now »

Improve Your HOA Meetings:
What You Need to Know about Robert’s Rules and Other Parliamentary Procedures
View now »
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Most Popular Articles on
HOAleader.com
1. HOA Voting: Everything You Need to Know About Proxies
What’s a proxy? Who can assign it and when? Who can it be assigned to? Can your
association implement any limits on the use of proxies? Here, our expert contributors
answer your questions. Read more »
2. Living Up to Your Fiduciary Duty as an HOA Board Member
“Fiduciary” is not just a big word. It carries legal consequences if you—even unknowingly—breach that duty. Here’s what you need to know about fulfilling your fiduciary
duty as a homeowners association board member. Read more »
3. HOA Board Members: 7 Things You Must Know If You’re Sued Personally for Board Actions
Sometimes homeowners sue HOA boards, and sometimes they sue both the board and
board members individually. Here are seven things you should know if you’re personally sued for actions taken as a condo or homeowners association board member.
Read more »
4. HOA Elections: 6 Mistakes to Avoid with your Condo or Homeowners

Association Elections

It’s very easy to invalidate an election by not following every rule to a T. Keep an eye
out for these common mistakes condo and homeowners associations make when conducting elections. Read more »
5. HOA Board Meetings: Open Meetings and Executive Session—What

You Must Know

Does your state require that your condo or homeowner association board have open
meetings? If so, what does that mean? And what about executive session? What can
you discuss privately, and what must you discuss in front of homeowners who wish to
attend? Here’s a rundown. Read more »
6. Master Homeowners Associations: Is Your HOA Its Own Master?
Imagine your surprise. You buy a home in a community knowing full well that you’ll
become a member of your local homeowners association only to learn that your homeowners association is really a subassociation and you’re bound to follow the rules of a
bigger “master” association. Here’s a primer on master associations and how masters
and subassociations, often called “subs,” interact. Read more »
7. 9 Mistakes New HOA Board Members Make—And How to Avoid Them
Here we list the nine most common mistakes new HOA board members make and provide tips for turning those mistakes into successes. Read more »
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8. Discussion Forum Follow-Up: Reining in Bullies on Your HOA Board
A reader on the HOAleader.com discussion board asks: “I am on the board of directors
of our HOA, but the president is just running wild and not following any of the bylaws
or CC&Rs...” Here, we provide tips for handling secretive, power-hungry board member
tactfully yet effectively. Read more »
9. HOA Reserve Studies: What You Need to Know
Just what is a reserve study? What should it include, and how often should it be done?
We’ve got answers. Read more »
10. HOA Rules: What You Must Know About Flag Restrictions
There are several legitmate reasons why your HOA might want to provide guidance to
homeowners on flag displays. Before you do, however, make sure you understand the
maze of laws governing the issue. Read more »
11. HOA Reserve Funds: The Pros and Cons of Underfunding Reserves
Some boards stop funding—or underfund—their homeowners association reserves as a
way to ease the burden on homeowners during difficult economic times. Is this a smart
move for your HOA? Read more »
12. HOA Pet Rules & Required Accommodations: The Facts About Comfort Animals

Is Fido a medical necessity, or are we being taken for chumps? That’s the question HOA
board members are asking themselves as a growing number of owners claim that their
beloved pet isn’t a violation of their association’s rules but a critical part of their medical
treatment. Here’s what you need to know about comfort animals and how your association should treat owners’ requests for them. Read more »
13. HOA Finances: Think Twice Before Throwing a Party with Unused

Budget Funds

This week’s tip deals with condo and homeowners associations that take leftover money
in a miscellaneous or contingency budget account and fritter them away with things like
parties. Be careful before taking that step. Read more »
14. What Happens When Nobody Runs for the HOA Board?
An HOAleader.com reader wants to know what happens when nobody runs for any open
board seats. Here our experts give the lowdown. Read more »
15. 9 Responsibilities HOA Boards Shouldn’t Delegate to a Manager
HOA management companies can be a great help to an association’s board of directors.
But a manager is not supposed to usurp the board’s duties. Here we share nine duties
you shouldn’t allow your HOA manager to handle. Read more »
16. HOA Contracts: Can One Board Member Contractually Bind Your

Homeowners Association?

Can one board member, without the board’s knowledge, bind the association to a contract? The short answer is yes. However, our experts have suggested practices you can
implement to prevent it from happening at your association. Read more »
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17. HOA Financial Matters: What’s Receivership, and When Do Condo and

Homeowner Associations Need It?

Though it’s still rare in community associations, receivership has become more common
in today’s economy. With any luck, your HOA will never experience receivership. But
some unlucky associations will. So here are some basics on receivership, along with information about how it’s arising in condo and homeowner associations today. Read more »
18. Definition: Quorum
A quorum is the smallest number of board members necessary to legally conduct the
business of your HOA. Most, but not all, groups define a quorum as a … Read more »
19. A Sex Offender Has Moved Into Your HOA ... What Now?
If you’re like most homeowners, your first thought when you learn that a sex offender
has moved into your community is: What can we do to get the offender to leave? Here’s
what you must know about your association’s—and the offender’s—rights. Read more »
20. Tax Day: What Your Board Must Know about Homeowners

Association Taxes

Homeowners associations have to file tax returns like the rest of the corporations in the
United States. Here’s a primer on the rules associations must follow when they file and
advice on minimizing the stress of tax day for your HOA. Read more »
21. Discussion Forum Follow-Up: What’s a Common Area in My HOA?
A reader on the HOAleader.com discussion board asks a question many associations end
up grappling with: What’s a common area? A handful of owners in our reader’s townhome have decks, rather than concrete slabs, which everybody else has. The governing
documents don’t reference maintenance for decks. Our reader wonders: Who’s responsible? Read more »
22. Definition: Declaration of Covenants, Codes & Restrictions (CC&Rs)
The declaration of covenants, conditions, and restrictions (CC&Rs) are recorded with the
register of deeds in the initial phase of development of a townhome or planned community. Read more »
23. HOA Governance: How to Change Your Homeowner

Association’s CC&Rs

Whatever the reason, at some point you’ll need to amend your HOA’s covenants, conditions and restrictions (CC&Rs). Here’s how to make the changes by the book and deal
with the inevitable political tension that arises from taking such an action. Read more »
24. The Pros and Cons of Keyless Access in HOAs
A HOAleader.com reader reports that his HOA is considering keyless access—like swipe
or insert cards—for elevators to help increase building security. His board is particularly
concerned about those who may have avoided proper screening or requested additional
keys to allow unauthorized access for friends. Read more »
25. Helping Owners Fund a Special Assessment
Here, we hear how condominium and homeowner association boards crafted creative
financing that helped them pass a special assessments and offer tips for funding your
own special assessment. Read more »
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26. Robert’s Rules for HOAs: What You Need to Know
Robert’s Rules of Order is a more-than-100 year old guide that provides governing
bodies procedural rules to keep their deliberations orderly. What are the pros and cons
of following Robert’s Rules? If your association decides to follow it, what are the most
important rules everyone should know? Here’s a summary. Read more »
27. HOA Legal Compliance: A Primer on the Fair Housing Act for Home-

owners Associations

The Fair Housing Act prevents many types of discrimination in housing. Here’s a basic
overview of how it affects your homeowners association. Read more »
28. HOA Elections: What’s Cumulative Voting, and Should You Use It?
Most people don’t even know what cumulative voting is and probably couldn’t tell you
if it’s allowed in their state or their association. Here, we explain the procedure, discuss
its pros and cons, and offer insight as to whether to change your bylaws to include or
exclude it. Read more »
29. HOA Board Member Behaving Badly? Know How and When to

Discipline

You may be surprised to learn that you and your fellow volunteers can be disciplined for
your behavior as members of the board of directors of your homeowners association or
condominium association. Here we explain when it’s appropriate for boards to consider
disciplining their fellow board members, along with the possible range of action they
can take. Read more »
30. How Far Does an HOA President’s Power Extend? Discussion Forum

Follow-Up

Can a president sign a landscape contract without the board’s approval? And did the
president of this reader’s HOA have a conflict of interest here? Our experts provide answers. Read more »
31. HOA Management Fees: Beware These Questionable Fees; How Your

Association Can Address Them

Here, White and other attorneys who represent associations reveal fees they’ve seen
slipped into their clients’ management contracts and invoices. They also offer tips for
addressing them. Read more »
32. HOA Governing Documents Explained
HOA gurus freely banter about the terms “CC&Rs,” “bylaws,” “rules and regs,” and “governing documents.” But what exactly are those documents, and which are the most and
least powerful? In this article, we lay out what constitutes each governing document
and sort out which ones have more authority than others. Read more »
33. Definition: Reserve Accounts
Reserve accounts (also referred to as “reserve funds” or simply “reserves”) are funds
set aside by the homeowner association to pay for the replacement … Read more »
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34. HOA Board Members: Ensure that You’re Personally Insured
You may think that since your homeowner association has general liability insurance,
you’ll be protected if a member sues you and your fellow HOA board members. Not so.
That’s where directors and officers (D&O) insurance comes in. Here’s what to look for in
a policy to make sure you’re protected. Read more »
35. HOAs and Parking: What Your Homeowner Association Board Should

Know About Towing

Here’s what you need to know about creating a towing policy that complies with your
local laws and provides owners proper notice before their car gets hauled away. We also
provide tips if you’re entering into a contract with a towing company. Read more »
36. Handicap Parking: What Your Homeowners Association Must Know
Is your condo or homeowners association required to provide handicapped parking for
residents and visitors? If so, how many spaces do you need, and where must they be?
What if an owner requests handicapped parking? Can you require proof, and where
must you locate the spot? When can you legally deny the request? Here, we answer
those questions. Read more »
37. New Cases Scrutinize HOA Architectural Committee Decisions—Part 3
Three recent court cases are a reminder that your board is responsible for oversight of
its architectural review process and can be held liable when it fails to meet that duty. In
this final installment of a 3-article series, we discuss a Washington case where an architectural committee overstepped. Read more »
38. HOA Board Recalls, Part II: If You Must Do a Recall Vote, Read

This First

In November 2008, a California appellate court held invalid an association’s requirement
that director recalls required a 60 percent supermajority of the association’s total voting
power. Here’s what you need to know about that case even if your association isn’t in
located in California, along with tips on how to properly conduct a recall vote. If you’re a
board member who has gotten wind of a potential recall effort in your community, you’ll
find advice for you too. Read more »
39. HOA Rules: Which Political Signs Can You Regulate?
While a campaign-issued two-foot by two-foot Barack Obama or John McCain sign might
look just fine on owners’ lawns, would you feel as comfortable with a 10-foot by 10-foot
sign? What if the sign promoted a White supremacist running for local office? The answer may be a rule banning political signs in your homeowners association. Before you
enact such a rule, however, make sure you know whether your state permits you to do
so and understand the Pandora’s box you may be opening. Read more »
40. HOA Boards: Four Ways to Prevent and Ease Board Burnout
Let’s face it. In many condo and homeowners associations, a handful of people carry the
load for the rest of the community. Those heavy lifters can sometimes become burned
out. What can you do to prevent burnout? And what can you do to ease the burden
when HOA board members are feeling drained? Here are four suggestions. Read more »
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Your Entire HOA Board Can Benefit with a
Group Membership to HOAleader.com
As a member of HOAleader.com, you can add up to 9 additional members
to your account . . . at no additional cost.
Each board member gets his or her own
username and password, and access to:
• Updates: the latest new laws and court
cases affecting HOAs
• Analysis: Plain-English explanations of
what those developments mean to you
• Advice: Step-by-step guidance on best
practices
• Tools: Checklists, Sample Policies and Forms
• Community: The HOAleader.com discussion forum
It’s an unbeatable deal! Start your Group Membership Today.
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